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In papers [1],[2] S.P~ Novikov has constructed an analogue

of !'-lorse theory for "multivalued Morse functions 11, i. e. for

closed but, generally, non-exact Morse 1-forms on srnooth mani

folds. Recall that a closed I-form 'ü on a srnooth rnanifold Mn

is called a Morse form, if all the zeros of ~ are nondegene-

rate, or, equivalently, if locally ~ = dh, where h is a Morse

function. In this case the index indc W of eacn zero c of

the form W is defined. Denote

the form W of index p.

rn (W)
p .

the number of zeros of

One of the basic problems of this theory in the finite-di-

mensional case is the following: for a given cohornology class

j e Hl
(M, R) find the numbers c (M, J ), where 0 ~ p ~ n,

P .
providing the lower estirnates (sharp if possible) for the Morse

ntimbers rnp (W) of any form CA.) , belonging to the class 5 :

(0.1)

Recail that the estirnates (0.1) are said to be s~arp for a

rnanifold M and a class 5 if there exists a Morse I-form W,

belonging to t such that inequalities (0.1) appear to be

equalities for all p.

For I = 0 the estimates (0.1) are provided by Morse in

n
equalities; in this case Cp(~, O~ = bp(M) + qp(M) + qp_l(M),

_where bp(M) standE lfor the rank of Hp(M) and qp(M) - for
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the torsion' nurnber of Hp(~) (i.e. the minimal number of gene

rators of torsion subgroup Tors Hp(M)).

For "'-1Mn = 0, n ~ 6 these estimates are .sko..rp (Smale I s

theorem [3J) .
For any cohomology class l-e Hl

(M, R) (and also for any

form W : [w] = }" ) we de fine the irrationali ty degree of 5 to

be the maximal nurnber of O-linearly independent periods of

(or, equivalently, ,the rank of Im ( }": lr 1M - R) ). The forms

~ of irrationality degree 1 will be called rational.

For a class } t- 0 having irrationali ty degree 1 (these

are exactly the multiples of the integer classes) the estimates

(0.1) were suggested by S.P. Novikov [lJ,[2] (cf. later). The

sharpness_of these estimates for the case

has been pr~ved by M.Sh. Farber [4].
n ~ 6

'; ..

For ~lM = ~ any Morse I-form is up to the positive cons

tant the differential of the Morse map Mn ~ sI; thus the

,'5 h".rpness problem is equivalent to the problem of constructing

a Mo~se map f: M~ sI with a minimal number of critical

points of all indices. The necessary and sufficient condition

-of existence of a map f: M -- SI without critical points

(i.e. fibration) was supplied by W. Browder and J. Levine [5]

(it's easy to check the equivalence of this condition to the

condition arising from Novikov inequalities)~

The main purpose of the present paper is to obtain the

estirnates of the type (0.1) for the forms of arbitrary irratio~

nality degree and to prove the sh~rpness of the estimates ob

tained for generic cohomology classes [w] and manifolds Mn

satisfying Jr1Mn = 7lm, n ~ 6 (and same addi tional homotopical
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restrictions; for precise forrnulation see theorem 0.1 below) .

These results were partly announced in" [6].

We begin with definitions (cf. LIJ,l2J).
Let G be a group, J: G -'P R - a homomorphism. 'Denote

by J\. the group ring 1l[GJ. Consider the set of all linear com

binations (infinite' in general) A = ~ n g~ such that the
gEG 9

intersection of supp). (where supp A = [ g} n g ~ o} C G) with

any set {g J; (g) ~ c} is finite. It 15 easy to ~ee that the

resulting abelian group is a ring. We denote.it bY }\'. (Note,

that 1\i i5 thecompletion of J\ with respect to the system

of subrings, but not ideals.)

For G = 7t t the group ring A = 7l [G] = 1l [til , ... , t~l]

is the ring of Laurent polynomials with integer coefficients;

the. completion Ai
=,L: AI t I (where I

I ,
for any c the set

is the ring of all the power series A =

= (il,··o, i t ) E7tt:, ArE:' 7t), such that

supp A contains only finite number of in-

.dices I, satisfying 3(1) ~ c. The ring 7l[7ZJ will be further

denoted by L. For t = 1, ~ 7'- 0 the ring A ~ (denoted further

by L) is the ring of all'integer Laurent power series with the

finite negative part (we suppose that 5" (1) < 0).

-np : M
S

---:,. M 1 for which

*~ is exact: p ~ = df. This cover~ng corres-the pullback of

Next we recall same results from [IJ, [2].

Let LU be a Morse I-form on a manifold M (M having an ar

bi trary fundamental group); denote "5 E. Hl
(M, IR)' i ts cohomolo

. gy class. Consider the minimal ~overing

ponds to the subgroup Ker ( 5': .Jr 1M ---i'" IR) c: Jr1M and is regular

wi th the structure group 7l e,. where e is irrationali ty degree

of LU. The critical points'of -nf : MS~ Rand the paths of
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steepest deseent of f give rise to Novikov eornplex. C* (~ ,W ) •

The latter is an analogue of Morse .eomplex of a single-valued

funet10n f on a eornpaet manifold M. 'Novikov eomplex i8 a fre~

finitely generated complex over the ring Ai' where _1\.= ~[ztJ

(note' 'that homomorphism 5 faetors through 7l t by definition) .

The number of free .1\.3--generators of Cp (M; ,w) equa1s

-nHomology H*(C*(M,W)) is isomorphie to homology
5

H*(C*(M~ ) 01\-).
:> i\. f

Consider for instanee a eohomology elass $' of irrationali-

ty degree 1. The eovering M~ ~ Mn 1s infinite cyclie. The

ring 1\i is the ring L = '7l [[t]] [t-1], whieh is known to be a

principal ideal domain. For any.finitely generated module M

over a principa1 ideal domain R the rank b(M) and the tor-

sion number q (M) . are defined; for any free f,ini tely generated

R-cornplex

greater than

the number of free, generators )l (C )
P

i8 not

Henee, for rational forms

(see [lJ,[2]; see also [4] for another proof).

J.-C. Sikorav proved (see for a proof 9' 1 of the present

paper)' .that for any k the cornpletion A f of the ring A =

= 7Z[1Z
k

] with respect to a hornornorphisrn. ~:]lk ~ tR of a ma-

xirnal irrationality degree ~ is a principal ideal domain.

- Therefore the same argument as above enables us to obtain·the
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•analogues of (0.2) for the forms of arbitrary irrationality

degree.

We will need still another variant of these inequalities
J

dealing with forms of arbitrary irrationality degree, but aris-

ing from maximal free abelian covering. To produce it we need

one more a~gebraic lemma.

Namely, let m = rkH1{M)
. 1

and consider a class SE H (M, IR)

of the maximal irrationality degree m. Denote by b (M, ~) thep

rank and by qp{M,;) the torsion number of ·the module

H (C* (M) 0 A~), where M~ M stands for a 7lr.l - covering, cor
Pi\.>

responding to the homomorphism Jr 1M ~ H1M/Tors H1M,.A = 7l[71m].

For [wJ = 5 we have

(O. 3)

One easily proves that b p (M, ~ ) does not depend on S .

J.-C. Sikor~v has also proven that qp(M, ~ ) does not depend

on 5- in any connected component of the complement in

H1 (M, JR) = lRm to the fini te union U r;. of hyperplanes r;. ,
each of which is determined by a linear equation with integer

coefficients (see §l of the present paper). Note, by the way,

that the definition implies

Now let "5 be any element of Hl
(M, IR)" ~ r i . We set by

,

definition qp{M~ ~) = qp{M, ~'), where ~I is an arbitrary ma-

ximally irr~tional cla8S, sufficiently close to 5 . Suppose that

u.,l 18 a Morse I-form, such that [1..0] E HI (M, R) " V r.. Approxi
i ~

mating W with the'max~~ally irrational forms we obtain the
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inequalities (0. 3) also for the ~--~-----_-~..---.---"-"_..--- -~) arbitrary

cohomology class [W] E Hl (M, (R) " ur.
i J..

Our notations differ here from that of [1],[2]. In these

papers b (M, ), q (M, stand for nurnbers which we denotedp p

by b (Hp (M3 ) Q?J L ),' q (H (M ~ ) 0 L ). Still these ,notations
L p 5 L

correspond rather weIl to one another. Namely, lemma 2.6 from

§i asserts that for rational cohomology classes S ' belonging

to some dense conical open set

A
b p (M, 5 ) = b (H (M ) 0 L),

P 5 L

we have

Now we can state the main theorem of the present paper.

Theorem 0.1. Let Mn be a smooth compact connected mani-

fold without boundary, n? 6. Suppose that for

some r: 2 ~ r ~ n-4 the homology of the universal

cover vanishes for r-l ~ p ~ r+2.

Then there exists an open dense conical subset U CHl(M, ~)=

(Rm, such that any '1 E. U can be realized by a Morse I-form "

L.0 : [w] = t ' which has the minimal possible number of zeros

of any index p in the class ~ , this number being equal to

the righthand side of (0.3).

Applying lemma 2.6 frqm § 2 we inunediate1y deduce from

here the resu1t concerning the s~arpness of classical ~ovikov

inequalities (0.1).

Corollary 0.2. Under the ass~mptions of theorem 0.1 there

1) A subset U c mffi is cal1ed conical if x E U * tx ~ U

for every t ~ o.
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exists the conical dense open set V C Hl(M, ~) = mm, such that

for any rational cohomology class ~E V the Novikov inequaliti

es (0.1) are sharp (i.e. any rational ~€ V . can be realized

by a Morse form W with

(0.1)).

m (w) equal to the righthand side of
p

Corollary 0.3. For a smooth manifold with

n ~ 6 and Mn four-connected, there exists a conical dense

1open set U C H (M, IR),} such that any integ~r class 3 € U can

be realized by a Morse map f: M~ sI, which has the minimal

possible nurnber of zeros of any index p in the class 5 .
Denote by mp([w]) the righthand side of (0.3). In the

proof of theorem 0.1 we use actually not the vanishing of the

universal cover homology, but the weaker condition mr(n) =

mr +l ( t) = mr +2 ( ~ )" = o. Hence we get

Corollary 0.4. For a smooth manifold

n -3- 6, the set of cohornology classes '1 E H
I (M, iR), realizable

(up to rnultiplicative constant) by a fibration 'M ~ sI, is

contained in the open cone V C. H
1

(M, IR), which 1s determined

by the condition m*(i) = O. This cone contains an open dense

subset

ration.

V , any rational class of which 1s realized by a fib- .
o

This corollary gives a partial generalization (for dimensions

~6) of Thurston's result [71, co~cerning the fibrations of 3-

rnanifolds over a circle.

It is natural'~;. to ask if one can weaken the assumptions of

theorem O. I 1 keeping the conclusion. The Morse I-form GU is

called minimal if it has the minimal possible number of zeros

of all indices in its cohomology class [w]. If Jr Mn In
61

= 7l , n q
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1and OE H (M, R) is an arbitrary cohomology class the problem
•

of existence of a minimal form in ~ seerns to be rather d1ffi

cult. Indeed, if ~ = 0 this problem 1s just the problem of

existence of minimal Mors~ functions on the manifolds with free

abelian fundamental groups. The latter problem 1s not yet comp

letely solv~di a detailed treatment can be found in [81,[~]. Ta

king into account the theorem 0.1 we can describe the situation

as following. We treat Morse 1~f6rrn~ as ~ultivalued Morse func-

tions; the monodromy of each function of this type is given by

m real nurnbers. The condition of zero monodromy (corresponding

to usual Morse functions) proves to be tao rigid for the known

methods to deforrn the funetion into minimal one. If the elass

o is of a general position (aetually it is sufficient that n is

elose enough to same elass 0 0' having the ~-linearly independent

periods) the Morse form belonging to ~ can be deforrned into

minimal one.

It's now natural to state the conjeeture: the set of eohomo-

1 In blogy classes y E H (M, IR)· ;;;;;: IR , realizable y minimal ,Morse

forms,· contains the eomplernent to finite union of hyperplanes,

deterrn~ned by linear equations with' integer coefficients. This

hyperplanes correspopd tq "uncomfortableU monodromy conditions.

The set of these hyperplanes must eontain th~ hyperplanes r:
mentioned above and maybe srnth. else.

The restrietion

is irnposed for teehnical reasons. Still the author does not

know if it is removable.
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Now we'll sketch the main idea of the proof of theorem 0.1

and the contents of the paper.

ff 1, 2 include the proof (not published before) of J.-C.

Sikorav's theorems on the euc1idean property of Novikov ring and

on the nurnbers q*(M,5). We also prove here that in many cases

one can replace the Novikov ring l\~ by a suitab1e 1ocalization

Ä(!) of the ring A. (This is essential for the proof of theo

rem 0.1.) We also .prove here that for a generic rational class

5 the· nurnber b (M, 5' )p coincide with the rank of the module

we prove the Poincare duality forrnula for Novikov

A
Hp(M

i
) ~ L, and the nurnber

In § 3

- with its torsion nurnber.

homology.

§§ 4, 5 contain some auxiliary material. We recall here

the results on Morse functions on the cobordisms, due to V.V.

Sharko ( ~ 4) and prove so:ne algebraic lemmas (§ 5) •

In § 6 we produce two another proofs of inequalities (0.3).

They use only Morse theory for the functions on the compact

manifolds with boundary. These proofs are formally independent

of the propereies of Novikov complex, which was discussed above

to clarify the roots of the present work. Thus the present work

is self-contained. The first proof makes use of the algebraic

lemmas of § 2 and reduces the problem to the case of cyclic

coveringi then we refer to [4]. The second proof is independent

of (4). In §6 we also state:; some algebraic conjecture; if it

holds,· the second proof provides the general Morse type estima

tes for ration~l forms, similar to [8].

9 § 7,.8, 9 are devoted directly to the proof of theorem 0.1.

It is sufficient to"'prove this theorem for the rational
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cohomology classes of general position. We'll prove it for any

ration~l class r which is sufficiently close to the ~aximally

irrational class ('. The point is that in this case the modu- 

les H*(~.l\(~)) have the resolutions of length two (although

the ring i\{~) i5 not the principal ideal domain). This enables

us to apply here the scheme of proof of sharpness due to Brow-

der-Levine-Farrell-Farber (§§7, 8). Instead of . Smale' 5 theo-

rem on the minimal functions on sirnply-connected manifolds we

use the corresponding Sharko's -result [8].

The Browder-Levine-Farrell-Farber scheme does not work

through directly. We use here the non-simply-connected-surgery

and while constructing the Morse form sought we come across the

obstruction of Farrell type [lOJ. (To define this obstruction

correctly we need the vanishing of H*{Mn ) in four successive

dimensions.) The obstruction lies in a zero group c~[~~-l)

(see [10]) but we need to realize this vanishing geometri~ally

which requires some extra arguments (" § .9).

-The author is grateful to S.P. Novikov for attention to the

work and valuable discussions. The author is also grateful to

J.-C. Sikorav and V.V. Sharko for the very tirnely information

of their results and also to P.M. Akhrnetiev, O.Ya. Viro, V.L.

Kobel'skii, A.S. Mischenko, Yu.P. Soloviev, V.G. Turaev and

V.V. Sharko for valuable discussions.

91. The Novikov ring 1s euclidean

r~ i 1 [ tl tl]Denot e 7l L71 = 7l t l ,..., t (, by A and let 5 : ']l,i ~ IR

be a homomorphism. Recall from the introduction that Novikov ring

A -~ consists of power series A Y"1 I~~) = ~aI t {where I = eil' · .. ,
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ti e)E 7l ), such that for every c the domain

only finite number of indices I, be10nging to

that SuppA = {I , a I -:I o}) .

5~c

supp A

contains

(reca11

Theorem 1.1. (J. -C. Sikorav). If .5: 'Zl e~ IR is a mono-

morphism, then Ai is euclidean.

Proof. First of all note that inject~vity of 5 implies

IJAJ(E71 ,

A- is
f

15 (x) = c} contains at most one

A of the ring A; .contains a

is uniquely determined. For

the ·setc e IR

elernent."Therefore any element

that for any

principal term a 1 t IO , which
o

AE Ai we define the height h ( A ) € IR and the norm

setting h ( ::x) = $' (1 0 ) , Jl,Ä 11 = J a 1 I. We 111 prove that
o

euclidean with respect to this norm.

Suppose that A,B E 1\;. We are to d!vide A by B with a

remainder. Without 10sing generality we may assume that the

principal terms of these power series are a .1l,
o b ·11o (11 stands

for the uni t of the group 7l ).

Divide a by bo wlth a remainder: a = m b + q .
0 0 o 0 0

If qo -:I 0, then A = m B + Q where nQ Il = \a - m b I =0 0 o 0

= 1qo' < Ibo \ and the division 1s over. If not, app1y the same

procedure to the power series Q. Going on in the same fashion,

we construct the sequence of polynomials Mi and the sequence

of power series Qi' such that. A =~MiB + 0i' Mi +1 = Mi + ~i+l'

where Pi+l is a monomia1, located lower (with respect to ~ ),

than 9-n y monomial of Mi; h ( }li+l) = h (Q i). 1f at some step we

obtain 11 Qi 11 < \ b o \ = I' BU J then our sequence stops and the di

vision 19 over. If this never happens; consider the power series
00

M= ~ P-i. I claimthat M EA.-.
i=O s
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Indeed, let E = I h (B - b o ·l1) I . Suppose that we I ve already

proved that only finite number of monomials Fi is located above

the level ( 5 = -N E. ), and_ let fLn+l' be the first monomial lying

below this 'level. Denote K the number of monomials of the

power series On' 1ying in the straturn-(N+l)E<s ~ -N~. It~is

clear that ~n+1+K lies below the level S = -(N+l)E . Thus

M E.i\.~ and it 1 5 clear that

Remark 1.2. Consider 7l e
A = MB.

as a lattice in ~l and extend

S to a linear functional on (Rt. Consider the cone ce [Re,

formed by intersection of a finite number of half-spaces and

lying in the domain ( J~ 0). One deduces easi1y from the proof

of theorem 1.1 that if all the monomials of a, bare contain-

ed in C) then the monomials of O,M also are contained in C.

Defini tion 1. 3 . Let 't ::;;Z l ~ ~ , be any hornomorphisrn (not

necessary injective). Define the multiplicati~e subset S~C~

as following: s~ = {I + p}, where all the monomials of P be

long to the domain ~ < 0.' (lf ~ is injective, S is just the

set oj polynomials with the principal term equal to 1. ) Set

A(J)
-lA= S .

7l~Theorem 1.4. L~t 5" --+ IR be a monornorphism. Then

A($) , is euclidean.

Proof. We introduce some notations. Suppose that e = {eI'

... , ee 1 is a collection of independent integer vectors in

lR
e, such that J (ei) < o. Denote by M(e) the set of all li

near combinations of e. with integer nonnegative coefficients,
J. e l

by C(e) - the cone in R , genera ted by ~he vectors' e
1

; by

M(e) - int~rsection of ~e and C(~); by 7l[M(e)], 7l[M(e)]

the subrings of A, generated by monomials ~~ose exponents bel'ong
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to M(e) (correspondingly to M(e)). The ring 7l[M(e)] is iso

morphie to the polynomial ring' 7l[ul, ... ,utl. The ring '2l[M(e)]

is finitely generated. as a module over its sub ring ~[M(e)l,

therefore it 1s noether1an.

Consider the ideal I C~[M(e)],consisting of all Laurent

polynomials having the zero coefficient at ft. The ring of all
.....,

the power series in monomials, belanging td M(e), coincides

with the completion cf 'Zl [M (e)] with respect to I (and is con

tained in A-). Consider the localization..l ,).,3

S (ey- i Z [ ,q (e )] , 'W" ~ e '{. e S (e) = ::Il+ I C Z! [M (e)1

The ring '?l[M (e) JA is a fa1thfully flat module over the ring

s(e)~~[M(e)] (since the latter is Zarisky ring;. see [lI, eh.III,

93)). This implies that the equation ax = b, where a,b E

s(e)-l2LLM(e)], has a solution in 7l[M(e)]A if and only if it

has a solution in S (e) -l2L.[M (e) ] .

Now we can prove the theorem 1.4. The ring 1\(;) is eon

tained in Ai and inheri ts from there the norm iI 11

v/e 111 show that i\. (5') 1s. euelidean wtth respeet to this

norm. It suffiees to div1de a by b, where a,be}\ h(a) =

h(b) = o. Apply now the division procedure described above.

If it finishes after finite nurnber of steps, we have a = rnb + q,

where rn,q E~ and the division 1s over. If not, we have a =

= bx, where x E .A~. Choose any collection e = {eI'···' e t }
of vectors for which supp a, supp ,b c C (e). Then a,b E 'll [A' (e) ]

_ A

and rernark 1.2 implies that· x € 'Zl[M (e)] , hence

Q.E.D.
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Remark 1.5. The ring ll- is~aithfullY flat module over
. S

its sub.ring 1\(5)' sinee they both are pr1neipal ideal domains

and a E 1\.( 5)' is invertible in A (5) if and only if i t is

~nvert1ble in J\- (see [11, § 1]).
f

Thus ~~ and Jl(s) have the·same homologieal properties.

The r~ng -~(5) has some teehnical advantages over the ring -~i;

the replacement of -~f by i\(~) is used essentially in the

proof of the exaetness theorem.

Remark 1.6. For e= 1 the f.9-ithful flatness of Ai =

=72: [ltl] [ t -1 J over A (f) = s!l 7l [t, t -11 is we11 known (see [11,

eh. 3]). This property implies that the equation Px = Q where

P,Q E7l[t, t- l ] 1s solvable in Zl[[t]1 [t- l ) if and only. if it

is solvable··in S-l7J,[t, t-lJ (where S is the multiplieative

subset {I + tP(t)}). This fact was known already to Hurwitz

(see [12, problem 156]).

Suppose that C* is a free finitely generated eomplex over

A = 7l[1l l,.] and "5: 7l i -> [R is a monomorphism. Consider the

complex s-lc* = C* XA (~). The homology modules

H*(C~J:.A(~))= 11* (c* )%~)
are finitely ~enerated over prineiP~l ideal domain J\(~); the~e

fore the rank bp (C*, 5) and the torsion number qp (C*, $) of

the module Hp(C*) ~ 1\ (5) are defined (the torsion nurnber of

a module 1s by definition the minimal number of generators -in

the submodule of torsion elements). For a manifold Mn and a

.....•.. maxima11y irrational 5 E Hl (M, IR) we set bp (M, $") = b
p

(C* (M) , 5),
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qp(M, 5 ) = qp(c* (M)'5 ), where M ----=,. M is the maximal free

abelian cover .. Note that in the ~ntroduction we defined these

numbers using the modules H*(C*(M) ~ ~:); these two defini
A >-

tions are the same. Indeed, the faith~latness of ~r over ~~(~)
-fu..t

implies

l-I~{C*®A5)= 1-1.* (C*®A{f)® Ai")=
A ,A A{r)

= 1-17(- (Cf: ®A(f)J @ At = (H*(C*)~A{/))0 A~.
A A Cf ) A . A rr)

Next welll study the behaviour of bp(C*,J), qp(c*,s ) I

where C*

lemma 2.1.

M C lR l .

is fixed and 5 varies. For this purpose we .need

Denote by M the set of all rnonornorphisms 7l e ----+ lR,

Lemma 2. 1. Let a l , ... , an E A . Then the set of .3 1 for

which the greatest conunon divisor of elements a l , ... , an (abb

reviated further as g. c. d., (al I ••• , an» in A (~) 1s equal

to 1, is the intersection of M and several cornponents (~aybe

none .at all) of the complement U = ffie \ U r. in me to the
i 1

finite union of some integer hyperplanes (i.e. hyperplanes l de-

termined by linear equations wi th integer coefficients) r i C eR e.
Proof. Denote by A the g.c.d. of elements al'··.' an

in the unique factorization domain 1\. Then the set sought con-

sists of those 51S for which the principa1 coefficient of po-,

lynornial A wi th respect to 5 is equal to 1. Denote by <A >
e . e

the convex huII in ~ of the subset supp A C ~ . For an edge

o of the. polyhedron <A) denote by 'I the hyperplane in

Horn (7l e, IR) = [R , consisting of all the homornorphisms r, vanish

ing on ~ . The lemma is now obvious: the set U is IR e " L! ~.-
, 1.
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(J • -C. Sikorav). 1. The nurnber b p (C*, 5)
does not depend on 5 ; it 1s equal to the rank of the module

Hp(C*) 0 {A1 over the fraction f i eld.{AJ ofA .
.Li

2. There exists a finite collection of integer hyperplanes

r i C Horn (:oze, lR) = lR , such that qp (e., 5) does not depend on

$in any connected 'component of [R e \ ur.
i 1.

Proof. 1. The module

1-If>(C:f'lA(~))= .'Hf.(e*")~A(5)
can be presented as a surn of a free module of rank bp(C*, S)
and a torsion module. When we pass to JAl, which means additio

nal localization, the torsion module disappears and the free

module of rank

2. Recall
•

bp (C*'5) survives.

that the pth torsion nurnber

r;)p-J.., '0~
C ~ C. ~C
f~l P pr-1

for a comp1ex

over a principal ideal domain can be calculated as folIows. Con

sider the matrix D of the homomorphism dp . penote by d r the

g.c.d. of the r-minors of D and by 8 - the greatest r for

whieh d r :::: 1. Then q _ = rk D - 8.
p

Now our assertion 1s easily deduced from lemma 2.1.

Remark 2.3. One can prove (similar to [13],[14J) that the

.number bp(C*, s) is equal to the dimension of pth homology

of C* with coefficients in I-dimensional loeal system,deter-

rnined by a generic representation p: t i ~P (t i) cE: a:. The

numbers bp(C*,S) can be computed in terms of usual homology

with real· coefficients and Massey operations, see [13].

Now l~t 5 -be a homomorphism ~e ~m, wh±ch is not con-
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tained in yr i. Define the numbers b p (C*, 1) = b p (C*) , '1.,., (c*, ~ )

by setting b p (C*'5) = bp(C*, S') I qp(c*,~) = qp(C*, 51) I where

s' is any maximally irrational homomorphism sufficiently elose

. to 5".
The numbers bp(M), qp(M , $) 2) are defined and calculated

in terms of maximal free abelian eovering M~ M•.It appears

however that for a.generie class 1 they can be computed in

terms of cyclic eovering M ~ M and eoincide with correspond

ing classieal Novikov numbers of ll] I T2].
To prove this we need a simple lemma (which we'll use also

many times in the. sequel).

Lemma 2.4. Let M, N be finitely generated modules over

a noetherian commutative ring W , and 5 be a multip1icative

subset of w. For ~ E W we denote 5(cr) the multiplicative

subset, generated by a.

modules then there exist ~E Wand

is a homomorphism of s-lw-

-1 -1
f (0) : 5 (0") M ~ 5 (0-) N I

such that -1
f;.5 f(O') =

2) if e E W and f(8) ,f(8)
-1 -1

are "homo-: S (8) M ----:,.- S (8) N

morphisms of
-1

such that -1 f -1 I

s(8)w-modules, S f (8) = = S f (8) ,

then exists er' E ~"l, such that
-1 -1 ,there S (0'" 8) f (8) = 5(O't8)f(8);

3) if f . 5-1M ->- 5-1N is an isomorphism then there.
exists W and f (0-)

-1 -1,
such that f (cr) 1s(JE : S (0'") M ~ S (er) N ,

isomorphism and -1 fan S f (cr) = .
Proof. 1) Denote by Mo, No the kerneIs of localization

2) Gur definitions here differ· from the standard ones: usua1-

ly b (N)
P ..... -

denotes the pth Betti number of M.
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maps
-1

N --.,.S Ni they are finite1y generated, since

W is noetherian.

Consider any oE S, annihilating both M and No· The 10-
0

ca1ization rnaps -1 -1 -1 ~ s-lN injective.S(~)M ~ S M, S()')N are

Pick any finite' system of generators m. of M. There e'xists
~

both are

to submodule

sends one of thern into the other. Now we set

-1 -1
S, such that f(mi)'E S(~)N. Thus the modules S(l~)M,

are the subrnodules of S-lM and correspandingly of s-lN,

f (cr) = fis (~~) M.

The first claim of the lemma is proved.
-1 ~1 1

2) The homomorphisrns S(~)f(Q) and S(~)f(e)

restrietions of the homomorphism f: S-lM~ S-lN

-1 -1
S (Qa-) M C S M.

3) follows fram the first two points.

Coro11ary 2.5. Let C and D* be finite1y generated free
*

complexes over a comrnutative noetherian ring W. Suppose that

s-1c*,-- 8- 1D*. Then for some (j € W we have

Return now to numbers b*, q*. Let C* be a free finitely

generated complex aver the ring A =: 'Zl[71
kJ. Let 5 : 7l

k
~tR be

J

a hornomorphism', of irrationa1ity degree 1. The image of 3' is

isomorphie to ~. Denote by (5) the hornomorphi5rn of the group

rings 1\ -+~[~] = L which 15 obtained from the composition of
k '5' : 7Z ~ 7l With (-1) : 7l ~71 by passing to group rings (-1)

is due to our sign conventions). Denote by Sc L the multi-

p1icative subset, consisting of Laurent polynomials wlth prin-
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cipal coefficient 1. Set

.ß." (C,><' I t) = 'C- t. .e1-1" ( Ci*~ j-1L ) -'
-t'" ....,

:Je.,. (C~(t)= ~ (1I-p(C* ~ß-1L)).

Here the structure of ll-module on S-IL is defined via homo-

, k
Any rnaxirnally irrational hornornorphisrn ~: 7l ~ 1R

morphism

depends on 5" ) •

Lemma 2.6.

(so the S-lL -rn.odule

possesses an open- conical ·neighbourhood. U(~) in the set

Horn (7Zk, IR), such that t)1e following equalities hold for 5€ u ('6 ) :

Proof. Consider for all p isomorphipms

where aJP) E A = 7l[Zlk J 1s divisible in _I\. by aJ~i and

t-principal terms of L~urent polynomials aJP) are equal to

ol..~p) .11., where cl... ~p)€ 7l, d.., ~p) t- + 1. Consider the free fi-
J J J

nitely generated lt-complex' D*, defined as foliows. The module

Dp is the sum of free modules F, E , B of the ranks corresp p p

pondingly bp(C*, "t), qp(C*, "1), qp-l (C*, 0)· The differential

d : D ~ D I vanishes on FeE and se~ds the kth freep p p- p ,p

genera~or bk of the module Bp to the element a~P).ek where

e k is the k~h free generator of the module Ep . It is known

that any cornplex over principal-ideal dornain is hornotopy equiva-

lent to a standard one like this; fram this we easily deduce
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that C* 0 1\(6) is homotopy equivalent to 0* ~ Jl (~). Sinee

~is noetherian, C* and 0* beeome equivalent when loealized

with respeet to the rnultiplieative subset generated by a single

element ~E S~ (see lemma 2.6). Consider now any rational ho

mornorphism 5: _:l;k -.,.. Q whieh is elose enough to· "'1 I so that

1) eaeh polynornial aJP) has only one S-prineipal term, name-

ly ol?).1I.; 2 l (J" E. s~. Thecomplexes c*.Ä i\. (;) I D*Ä A (}")

are homotopy equivalent over l\. (5)' The homomorphism ( 5) : il.

-? s-lL can be factored through s~/A = A <tl and to calcu

late the hornology of C* 0 S-lL we ~an use the eornplex

The eomplex 0* i8 deseribed abevei using 1) we easily get

gr (C~~d')

!-Ir (';}).* ® S - fL ) ~ ( ~ S -1L) $
.; . 7...-1

ct-p ( CI\) 0') .' ~. ·W.

(/!'1. $ -fL / ap') .5-1L )}

where ajP) t ·s-lL, aJP) : aJ~i ; the t -prineipal eoeffieient

of a~p) is equal to oL~p} ~ +1. Now the lemma fellows easily.
J J

The argument applied here will often be used in the sequel ..

Rernark 2.7. It 15 easy to see that for any eenneeted rnani

fold M and any maxirnally irrational 5 E H
1

(M, lR) the numbers

bo ( 5) and qo (5 ) vanish. Indeed, the module Ho (M) ~ 7l is

annihilated by any element of 7l[~ e] of the type 1 - t , where

t C 7l
l . Choosing t E Olle with ~ (t)· < 0 we get S-lH (M) = o.

0
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§3. Dua1ity properties

Recall first the formulation of Poincare duality for non-'

simply-connected manifolds.

Let Mn be·a smooth man1fold (not necessary orientable).

-nThe universal covering. M 1s equipped with the fundamental

n-cycle U (infinite in general). The intersection n U. defines

* ..... nan isomorphism D be.tween cohomology H (M, 'Jl) wi th cornpactc

support and horno1ogy Hn _* (Mn, ~). Def ine the automorphism Ä
. 1

of the group ring Zl [JT1M] by setting ?( (g) ;:: e (g) g - I where

E(g) ;:: -1 if the orientation of M 1s changed

along ~ and E(g) ;:: 1 if not.

To simplify the statements welll suppose that ~lM is abe

lian (we'll need only this case in the present paper).

Homology and cohomology groups of Mare the 7l [JT1M ] -mo

dules, and the isomorphism D iS'subjected to the following

commutativity relation: D(gx);:: X(g)D(X). Isomorphisms of

that kind are called X-isomorphisms. Thus we have the X-iso

morphisrn of 71, (.JT1MJ -modules

Note that there exists the natural isomorphism of ~ [JllM]

modules

, ,

Jl-c-
k
(M~ 11)~ Hr {f-/o",~'[7lrMJ{C* (l1y, :1[7I1 I'1J)

. For a 'll [Jr 1MJ -module G we denote the' modules
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* n n
H (M , G), H* (M , G).

Thus we have the 'X -isomorphism of ~ [.Ir 1MJ -modules

(3.1)

Now we turn to the case Jr1M = 'lll. Set A = 2Z [.7T 1M]. Let

Q be a homomorphism 7.le~ 1R (not necessarily injective). It

is clear that X s~nds S ~ to S_ K and thus defines an iso

morphism X: A (~) -+ i\. (:""6). ~ocalizing D, we get the follow

ing lemma.

Lemma 3.1. There exists a X- isomorphism

of Jl{r)-modu1e (left) and ~ {-al -module (right).

Module G over a ring W is ealled principal, if it is

isomorphie to a direct Suffi of modules of the type W!a,q (where

a E W). Suppose now that all the modules Hi(Mn,~{)) are
. ~

principal for r ~ p and fix the decompositions

1'\...r ) (ß't ( ~t: / (t.) )

/-f-c (M ) .11(1) ~i~1.il (r) ) EB 21A(;r) I t(i :j!1{o)

o ~'!- ~r'

. Applying le~a 5.1 from ~5 (which provides the standard

presentation for a complex with principal homology) to the comp-

(3 • 3)

J

imp1ies
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(,3.4)

Proof. First equality follows immediately from the above.

To prove the second we recall that for any module N over a

principal ideal domain R the number qk(N) equals the number

of nonzero ideals J in any decomposition N·= R/J1 e ...

E9 R/Jn where J i C J 1+1· We can choose decomposition (3.3) to

be of this kind, then the decomposition (3.4) is also of this

kind, Q.E.D.

§4. v.v. Sharko's results concerning Morse function

on non-simply-connected cobordisms

In this paragraph we recall from (8J some results, which
~

welll use later. Let (Wj Vo' VI) be'a man~fold with boundary

aw, consisting of two components Vo' VI. Any regular Morse

function f: W~ R, constant on Vo and on VI) together with

the suitable gradient-like vector field gives rise to a Morse

complex,' defined over ~ [~lwJ. This complex is simply homotopy

equivalent to stands for the universal

covering of W. In same cases the inverse also holds, i.e. the

given free finitely generated complex C* over ~[JrlwJ, simply

~..n ,...,
homotopy equivalent to C*(w, Vo ) can be realized as a Morse

complex for some Morse function on (Wj Vo ' VI).

Theorem 4.1. (see [S, proposition 6.1J). S~ppose that
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JTI (V0) -;.. ]fI (W) ~ JT I (VI) are isomorphisms . Then any free

finitely generated 7l [JT I w] -compiex of the type

(4.1)

sirnply homotopy equivalent to

·a Morse complex of some regular Morse function f: W~ ffi,

which is constant on VI and on Vo.

The idea of the proof is the following (see [8J). First we

choose a regular Morse function f on the cobordism (Wi Vo ' VI)

without critical points of indices 0, 1, ri-l, n (this is pos-

sible since "..TrI (V0) ~ JT"I (W) ...- :r1 (VI)' are isomorphisrns).

Denote the corresponding Morse complex by C*(fo ). The cornp1exes

C*, C*(fo ) are sirnply homotopy equivalent. By Cockroft-Swan

[15] C*(fo ) EB D1 ~ C* tD ° 2 , where comp1exes 0i (i = 0, 1) are

direct sums of complexes of the type 0 ~ F~ F ~ o. The

comp1exes D
I

, °2 can be chosen so as to concentrate in di-

mensions 2 ~*~ n-2 (as C*, C*, (fo ) do) . The procedure of

adding (or subtracting) the compiex O+-F~F~O can be

realized by corresponding changes of the function f , so thato

we obtain at an end a function f with the Morse cornplex c*.

The details can be found in [aJ.

Rernark. We'll need this theorem for ~lW = Z . In this

case.the notions of the hornotopy equivalence and the simple

homotopy equivalence coincide. Therefore, any. cornp1ex of the

type (4~1), homotopy equivalent to ""n """n-lC*(W , Vo ) can be rea-

-lized as a ~orse cornplex of some function.

The paper [a] contains also the results concerning minimal
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Morse functions. We .reproduce them here partially. We won·1 t need

the~ in the proof of theorem land welll make use of them only

in j 6 and. in, remark 2 of § 7 .

For some classes of fundamental. groups any cobordisrn

(W; , V0 ' VI)' where Jf1 (V0) -.::, Jf1 (W) ..-:- Jf 1 (V1) are isomorphisms ,

possesses a Morse function, having a minimal possible (among ~ll

the Morse functions) number of critical points of all indices.

Namely, let Wh(nlW) = O. Theorem 4.1 implies that existence

of such function 1s guaranteed if we find among the free finite

ly generated ~ [$lw]-complexes of the type (4.1) the complex

C*0, which has the minimal possible number of generators. in

each dimension. The following theorem can be proved purely al-

gebraically.

Theorem 4.2 (see [8, proposition 4.8J). Let Q be an

'IBN~ring (wh1ch means that free modules Qn and Qrn are not

isomorph~c if m ~ n) and also an s-ring (which means that for

any f initely generated Q-module N the condition N ~ Qn ~ Qe
(-n

impli~s N ~ Q ) •

Then for ~ny free finitely gerierated Q-cornplex C* there

exists a free finitely generated Q-cornplex C~, hornotopy eq~i-

valent to C*, which has the minimal possible number of genera-

tors ,in each dimension among free finitely generated complexes,

homotopy equivalent to C*. The complex is called minimal.

There is also a simple criterion to decide whether a given

complex is minimal (in its homotopy type) or not.

Definition. The pair (N, M) of modules over a ring Q,

where N CM, is called irreducible if there exists no module

Fe N ,which 1s a d1rect summand of M. The pair (N, M) is
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called strongly irredueible, if for any n ~ 0 the greatest

possible rank of a free submodule F of N @ Qn, whieh is a di

reet summand of M S On, equals n. Our terminology differs here

from that of Es].
Theorem 4.3 (see [s,

cr := i 0 ~ Co 1Y-
theorem 4. 7J ). A Q-complex

I I .

is minimal if and only if for eaeh i the pair (di(Ci ), Ci-I)

is strongly irreducible. (We ~~rf~ -tha.i Q -t> _etYl IBN,i-"'h-f/-.)

If the ring 0 possesses a non-trivial homomorphism to a

field, then the rank of a free module 1s eorrectly defined. All

the group rings "Jl[G] enjoy this property. The ring 2ZLLZt J is

also an s-r1ng, see [16], [17] .

95. Algebraic lemmas

First of all we prove the lemma (already used in 93) on the

standard .presentation for complexes.

Lemma 5.1. Let W be a commutative ring ~nd

C ::::.. (0 ~ C ~,:* 1 .. ,

be a free finitely generated W-eornplex. Suppose that for p ~ k

the W-modules have the free resolutions of length 2 :

Then C* .is homotopy equivalent to a free finitely genera-

ted complex
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such that

1 ).
,

if * ~'k+2C* :::: C*

2) for p ~ k we have C~ :::: G EI) Fp-l P
furthermore,

, "

obvious. To produce the induction step we suppose that the asser-

tion is proved .for all k < m and prove it for k:::: m.

Suppose that C* satisfies the assumptions of our lemma
I

for k = m. Find a complex C* which satisfies the conclusion

of lemma for k = m - 1. The image

is a free module Im \1) l'~ G l' henceJ m- ,m-

as G 1 ~ K , where c/ I GI:::: id.m- m rn.. m-

,
Cm can be decomposed

W~ may assume that Km

W-module (having added if necessa-

G I ~ 0, Iocated in dimensionsm-

C~ splits fnto the SUfi of two

/ I J
.e- CJ11_~ cE-- C m -1. k- 0

is a free finitely generated

ry a complex 0 ~ G < id
rn-I

1
m, rn+l, to C*).· The complex

complexes
/

E+ - (O~ C1~

(O~.~.~ 04f- Kh1/~... J
is located in dimensions ~ m). Here

Now add the complex~ 0 ~ F. ~.F ~ 0, located in di-
rn m ,

mensions m, m+l, to D* and consider the resulting complex D*o

There is an epimorphism

"
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P . I .

~;.!-IM (2J1f ) ~ -11th {L*}/

where P I Fm = 0, P I Km is a natural projection.
I pi.' Km =The map P : K EIl F ---.,. H (C*), defined,by 0,

m m m

pli Fm = JT m' is another -epimorphism onto the same module.

By [8 J, lenuna 1.10 there exlsts an isomorphism

such that P '0 'f = P. That means that we can find another decom-

I
41 (i. e. choose another free basis) , suchposition D = K Fmm m

I
,

=" H~ (C*)that the projection P . o ~ H (D*) is given by. m m

pi F =.JT • It is clear now that we can split them m

complex o~ K ~ K .(- O·m m
(located in dimensions ro, m+l) off

I

the D*. In the resulting complex

J.
the image

11

Im arn+l coincides with Im W CF, since the projec-
Im rn

11 11

tion Dm ~ Hm(Dm) ~ Hm(C*)

h h 1 E .tn 11t at t e camp ex * w 0*

conc1usion for k = m.

coincides with~ . It is clear nowm

satisfies the points 1), 2) of the

Remark. We do not prove (and do not use) assertions con-

cerning simple homotopy equivalence.

In order to state our next. lenuna, we introduce some notations.

Set. A ~ 1l[~ t J and let 'd : 7l ---:.,. 1R be a rational homomor

phism (i. e. r~ Im ~ = 1). We I 11 study' the localizations S-lA

of )l-modu1es A. We can assume that there is.chosen a system

e
of generators (t, t l , ... , te-I) for a group ~ , such th~t

'-~ ~ is the proj ection of 'lle onto the direct summand 'll, generat-
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ed by t, and that '1 (t) = -1.

Set

[ ±1
R = 7Z t

1
, ••• ,

P = R [t] , S = {I + tQ (t) I Q (t) E R[tJ}, (5. 1)

-1
S(fA.

Lenuna 5 ~ 2. Let A be a finite1y generated P-module, such

that -1 is a principal r-module. Fix a de~ompositionSt A

/, cy >

S-lA = ({9 r (ei)) Ei) ( e (f/ajf)(f j }),
"t i=1 j=l

where a. = a. 0 + a. 1t + ••• , a. k 'E po, a. 0 =I- 0
J J, J, J, ],

invertib1e element of R.

is non-

Then there exists a finite1y generated P-rnodule B C A,

such that

-1 ,g I 'l.-
1} S B ~(e K (ei}) ~ ( e

i=l j=l

2) tNA CB for some N.

,
(K/a .K) (f . ) }

] . ] J

Proof. Note first that we may assume that e.
1.

and f.
1.

be-

long to A. Furthermore, having rnultiplied e. and
1.

where N 1s 1arge enough, we rnay assume that the module

P(e i , f j } c: A is free of t-torsion.

We'll show that P(e
i

, f j } satisfies 1).

'Consider the K-subrnodule K(e
i

, f
j

} of the module s-lA.

It 1s easy to see that

K (ei~ fr-) ~ C~1 rs-ip) (eJ) EB

@(:($-ip/o.. ~-fp') (h))
)::=1 . J



p(e
i

, f j ). Indeed, K(e
i

, f j ) i5 an
. .

exists an epimorphism

We show that K(e., f.)
1. ]
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is the S-localization of P-module

-1S P-module, hence there

Now we show that <f is an isomorphism.

Denote by e i , f j the images of ei,f j E P(e i , f j ) under

the map of this module to its localization; they generate' over

K the entire module Consider any x = 'Er1.. e. +
1. 1.

+ 2:ßi f j , belonging to Ker tp , where cl i 'ßj E P. Observe that

d.... i ~i = 0 = j3j f j in the module s-lA, which means that

in module A for some natural and 0i (t) 'W j (t) E P.

--The module P(ei , f j ) is free of t-torsion by construction,

therefore

in A. It is clear now that x = 0 and thus, Ker ~ = 0 and

P(e i , f j ) satisfies the requirement 1) of the conclu5ion.

-1
Observe next that the localization S v P (e ., f.) . coinci-

o 1. ]
-1des with the entire module s~ A, and A is finitely generated.

Therefore there exists an element tN(l + tQ(t)) of P such

that tN(l + tQ(t))a E P(e
i

, f j ) for all a E A. Consider now

the module
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The noetherian property ·implies that B is finite1y gene

-1 -1ratedi itls obvious that' S B ~ S P(e., f.). By construction
1. J

tNA C B. Lenuna is proved.

For a P-module M we denote by TortM the submodule of

elements, annihi1ated by some degree of t, by t M - the submo-

•

dule of elements, annihilated by t, by Mt - the factorrnodule

M/tM.

Lemma 5.3. For a P-module M the localization map M~

~ S-lM induces

1) an isornorphism M/tM~ s-lM/tS-lM,

la) an isomorphism M/tqM~ s-lM/~18-lM for any natu-

ral q,

2) a rnonornorphisrn

2a) a monomorphisrn

t M~ t (S-lM) ,

-1
Tor tM -> Tort (8 M).

Proof. 1) Injectivity: suppose that m E M and m =

in S-lM. Then

t----n
l+t\Xt)

where (1 + tQl(t»x = o. Therefore (1 + tQ2(t»rn = tn' , hence

m E tM.

Surj ectivi.ty : m = rn _ t Q(t)rn

l+tQ(t) 1+tQ(t)

la) Note that if n E'M, Q(t) E P the following equality

holds in the module s-lM/tqS-1M:

1r t:Q{-&)
(1- tr;j(-t) +... ± (j Q(r) ) .'? -1. ) n..

Now the surjectivity is straightforward. Further if m = t q
---. n
l+tQ(t)
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where n,m E M, the equality

holds in s-IM/tqS-IM and injectivity is also proved.

2) if tm = 0 and m~ 0 in s-lM, then

(1 + tQ (t) ) m = 0 • m == o.

2a) if tNm == 0 and (1 + tQ(t»m == 0, then

proeeeding further in a similar way, we find rn = o.

Lenuna 5.4.
N

Let - a = a o + a 1 t + ... + aNt E P, where

a
i

E R, a o ~ 0 is non-inve"rtible element of R, q is a na- "

tura1 number. Then

1) the faetors K = K/(a, t~), P = P/(a, t~) of theq q

rings K, P by the ideals, generated by a, t~, are isorn~rphie

as rings and as P-rnodu1es;

2) the ring P is isomorphie a5 an R-module to the moduleq;

Rq/F(Rq ), where F: Rq ~ R~ i5 injective and is given by the

matrix

( 5 .2)

tl. 0

Thus the R-module P has a free resolution o~ length 2q

3) the multiplication map t
e : Pq ~ Pe +q (where e>~)

is injective and induees an epirnorphi5m

The module HomR(Pq , R) 15 trivial.
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Proof. 1) The ernbedding P C Kinduces a rnap Pq ~ Kq

which is a ring hornornorph~sm and a P-module hornomorphism. The

rnap

1s an isomorphism (see lemma 5.3), hence the rnap

also is an isomorphism.

2) The ring

basis 1, t, ... ,

1s a free. R-module with

The multiplication by a E P is given in this basis by the

matrix (5.2). Since ao t 0 and R has no zero divisors, F

is a rnonomorphism.

3) Suppose that

= Na + Mtl +q where

rization domain and

x E Ker (t e: Pq _ P (+q)' i. e. t t x =

x,N,M E P. The ring P is a unique facto

tedoes not divide a, therefore N = t
l

N' .

Furthermore~, since P has no zero divisors, x = N'a + Mtq ,

hence x = 0 in P .q

Next ebserve that the map

lutions in a following way:

lifts 'to reso-

I< L-t:]/{-t~).f!::.RLt}/ftq,)~ 0
---__ -J i e J t t

R [tJ /(trtr~)~ R[t:J/{-t9-f-~)~O

The right arrow.is a monornorphism onte the direct summand.

This implies the surjectivity of the map of Ext's.

The equality HomR(P , R) = 0q .
1s obvious.
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Lewma 5.5. 1) The ring K = S-lp is an IBN-ring and an

s-ring.

2) A free finitely generated K-complex

c = (O <E- C... e:e--- E--od(-"* l' - ....

is minimal if and only if the free finitely generated R-complex

is minimal.

Proof. 1) We can embed K into its field of fractions, hence

K i5 an IBN-ring. The ring R = K/tK i5 an s-ring, therefore

to establish the s-property for K it 1s enough·to prove the

following: for a finitely generated K-module N, which 1s free

of t-tors1on any collection (nl, ... ,ns ) of the elements of N,

which forms a basis of N/tN over R, 1s a basis of N over K.

To prove this we cons1der the free module' F (eI' · · ., es')

and the homornorphism ~ : F(e 1 , ... , es) ~ ·N, sending e. to n ..
1. 1.

Denote Jr the proj ection N ~ N/tN. Since :Ir 0 Cf i s 5urj ec-

t1ve, N/Irn 't' . =' t (N/Irn f ).

The element t belongs to the radical of K, and, using

Nakayarna 's lerruna we get N/Irn t.p = 0, i. e. Cf is surjective.

Next we show that ~ is a rnonornorphisrn. Indeed, suppo5e that

~ai·ni = 0 where a i t K, and some a i is nonzero. We can

assume that a. E P and that there exi5ts the nurnber i for
1.

which the free term of the polynornial a i is not equal to zero

(here we use that N is free of t-torsion). Reducing this equa-

lity module t we obtain the contradiction.

2) By the rninimality criterion (see the theorem 4.3) it
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suffices to prove that for a homomorphism ~: FI ~ F 2 where

F
I

, F2 are finitely generated·free K-modules the pair (Im f, F2)

is strongly irreduc~ble if and only if the pair (Im <f t' F2/tF 2)

1s strongly 1rreducible (where lft
. FI/tFI -. F2/tF2 denotes.

the homomorphism ~ reduced rno~ulo t).

Suppose that the pair (Im~, F2 ) :is irreducible. Welli show

that the pair (~m~t' F 2/tF2 ) is 1rreducible. (The inverse imp

Iication 1s obvious.) ~ndeed suppose that opposite is true, i.e.

there exist elements (e l , ... , e k , f I' · · ., f n), such that f j E:- Im «f

and the images e
i

, f j in F2/tF2 form the basis of this mo

dule. By p. 1) the elements e l , ... , e k , f l , ... , f n form the

basis of F 2 i we get the contradi~tion.

The assertion concerning the streng irreducibility 1s prov-

ed on the same lines.

~6. Novikov type inegualities

The simplest way of proving (0.3) is the following. Let

W be a maximally ·irrational form. We can find a rational form

uU 1
, beionging to a very small neighbourhood of ~, such that

In (W I) = m (W). Now we apply lenuna 2.6 and reduce the problemp p

to proving Novikov inequalities (0.1); the latter are treated

in [1],[2], see also [4].

We produce here one more proof of the Novikov type inequa

lities, which in our opinion cl~rifies the general homological

reasons for these inequalities to ar~se.

Recail first from Morse theory some well-known facts. Let

(Wi Vo' VI) be a compact manifold with boundary CW = VoU VI'

f.- a Morse function on W, constant on V
o and on VI" The func-
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tion f gives rise to a relative cell cornplex (K, Vo)' homotopy

"equivalent to (W, V ). The number of relative p-cells of (K, V )
o , 0

is equal to mp(f}. Consid~r any regular covering K over K

with a structure group G and denote by Vo the preirn~ge of

Vo in K. The chain cornplex of the relative cel1 cornplex (K, Vo)

1s a free 7l [G] - complex with rn (f) free 'Zl [Gl -generators iI1:p

dimension" p. Any homotopy equivalence ~: (K, Vo) ~ (W, Vo)

(which we assurne to be cellular) induces an isomorphism of '1l [G] -

modules H*(K, V } ~H*(W, V }. This implies that there existso 0

a free finitely generated '1lLGJ -complex C~""'C*(w, Vo}' such
,

that jl-(Cp } = mp(f).

Consider now an arbitrary rational Morse I-form uu on M

and set LW] :;;: ). .

We rnay.assume (having rnultiplied u) by a constant} that

W :;;: df ,where f is a map of M· to sI.

Cons1der"the cyclic covering M ~M, on which L0 becomes

exact: uJ:;;: df, f M ~~. Denote V the preimage in M of

any regular value c of the map f (or, equivalently, the pre

image in M of the c~rre,ponding regular value of f: M~ R). ~

Denote t the generator of the deck "transformation group

o f Mi set V-= {x E MIf (x) ~ c, V+ :;;: {x E M, f (x) ~ c S. We c an

assume that tv- C V-i set w:;;: tv+ n V .' The manifold M is

the countable union of IIbricks" tkW, k E 7l. There is a Morse

function f on the cobordism (Wi V, tV).

AM 0 MConsider now the regular covering ~

ture group

with a struc-
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A
It can be factored through the cyclic covering:.M -? M~ M.

The composition M~ M~ ffi will be denoted by i; the p-

+ - A. '" ~+ A.-
_~. "pl""eirnages of W, V, V , V - by W, V, v , V correspond-

ingly. Choose now a triangulation of Wand extend it to a

triangulation of M. Then
+ _ ""+ A_

V , V , V , V also get the trian-

A-

gulations. The chain complex C*(V) is a free finitely gene-

rated P-complex (recall from (5.1) that R = ~[~m-l], P = R[t);

A_ ...... - '" A
the R-complex C*(V )/tC*(V) 1s the same as C*(W, tV). The

rnan1fold W 1s a covering of Wand by the abpve we get the

-following:
A_

There exi5ts a free finitely generated P-cornplex C* = C*(V ),

such that the R-cornplex C*/tC* is hornotopy equivalent to an

R-cornplex D*, having exactly

Consider now the cornplex

m (f)
p
-1 .

S C*

generators of dimension p.

(we use the notations (5.1»).

It i5 free finitely generated K-complex and since K 1s an

IBN, s-ring (by lemma 5.5), we can find a minimal K-complex C*o.

in the homotopy type of s-lc* (see § 4). By the same lenuna the

compl~x ca/tC °
* *

is minimal in the homotopy type of

Note that m (CA,) = Jl(O ). The R-complex 0* is homotopy
p p

A "equivalent to C*(W, tV)i .this homotopy type contains a minimal

complex c*o/tc*o, having exactly ~(Cpo) generators in each

dimension p.

Note further that the localized co~plex
1-1 0

S C* (recal1

that '-IS denote the localization with respect to t) is homo-

topy equivalent to
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Thus we have constructed a free finitely generated K-comp- .

lex C*~, srich that

$1-1 C; rvS -{ C* (M)

tn" (w) ~ j!k ( c:~ ).
This implies of course '

(6.1 )

(6.2)

for some free finitely generated ~-complex

. -1 A

valent to S C*(M).

1C* , homotopy equi-

r 1-1 -1
Conjecture. The ring = S S P 1s an s-ring, i.e.

any finitely generated stably ~ree module is free 3
).

If this conjecture holds, then the homotopy type of any

finitely generated l-complex N* contains a mini~al cornplex,

numbers of generators .cf which are the invariants of hornotopy

type of N* (see q 4). Denote these numbers by mp(N*). Then we

get

Next we deduce (0.3) from (6. 2). Let 'Ä be a rational co

hornology class, ~ E H1(M, 0), c*l be a free finitely generated

3) The validity of s-property was analyzed for the rings of

the similar type, see [18J. However for ~ itself the conjec-

t~re see~t settled.
'to tel
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1-1 -1
S S P-complex, homotopy equivalent to

1
Note.that C* is an SA -local1zation of

nerated ll-eompl~x c*2. The i\-eomplexes

-1 ~S" C* (M).

some free f1nitely ge-

C*(M) and C*2 be-

eome homotopy equ1valent already after loea11zation with res-

peet to some element ~E S~ (see eorollary 2.5). For any ma

ximally irrational elass A' E Hl(M, ~), suffieiently elose to

), the element ~ belongs also to SI' henee
A

The ring s-~ ~ is a p~incipa1 ideal domain (see theorem 1.4),

therefore the number of generators of c*2 in dimension p 1s

not greater than

and, having reeolleeted (6.~), we obtain (0.3).

97. Reduetion to a surgery problem

Let ~ be a maximally irrational.e~homologyelass. Then

1\(3) is a principa1 ideal domain (theorem 1.1), hence

S-1H (M- ''''") 'v H (M A )'a' p ,UJ = P , (~)

We rnay assume that a ~p) E A , thus we get
J

C1p (6)

( e A/a~P)A)].
j=l J

Together with lemma. 2.4 this implies that modules
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I'V

H (M,~) and
p

bp{~) qp<i)
( eil) e { e J\ / aJP~~ }

i=l j=l

beeome isomorphie after localization with respeet to multiplica-

tive set, generated by some element ~ ES). The. ~ belongs

also to the set SÄ for every A (in particular, rational),

sufficiently close to t ·
Thus for the elements ~ of some open dense set

-1 -- .-S H (M, '1l) =
A P

we get

(7 • l)

The number qp depends of course on A; in the complement in
1 .

H (M, ffi) to r i the number qp equals qp{i) (see introdueti-

on). To obtain the ~roof of theorem 0.1 it suffices to prove

the following

Ais a rational eohomology class,

Theorem 7.1. Let n ~ 6 and suppose that

)., E H
l (M, ~), such that

(7.1) holds and mr = mr +l = mr +2 = 0 for some r : 2 6 r ~ n-4.

Xhen there exists a Morse map f: Mn ~ 51, ~nducing from the

fundamental class i of circle the element, which is a multi

ple of .A , such that mp (f) = mp = bp + qp + qp-l (for 0 ~ p ~ n) .

It is sufficient to prove this theorem under the additional

assumption that A is an integer cohomology class which is de

fined by the projection of . HI (M; 'll) = ZZffi onto the first di

rect summand ~. In the course of this and two subsequent sec-

tions we suppose that this condition holds, without stating this
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any more.

Let, ~-l C Mn be a connected smooth submanifold of codi

mension 1, "V be anormal vector fie1d on V. The pair (~-1, \1 )

1s ca11ed an admissible splitting 4) if

1)

group

JT1 (~-l) 4- Jr 1 (Mn)

KerA ~ 7Zm- 1 ;

is a monomorphism onto the sub-

2) the Pontryagin-Thom construction with respect to y de

11"
termines a map Mn -+ S , representing the class )., E H (M, ~) •

The exlstence of adrnissible splittings is proved in [10J

under the assumption that the homotopy fiber of ~: M ~Sl

has a finite type (one can show that for Jr1M =~m this is equi

valent to the following: the class ::x satisfies (7.1) with

b = q = 0 for all p).p p

The same proof is valid for arbitrary cohornology classes.

(Note also that the results of [19J i~ply that for any Morse

n 1 ~map "f : M ~ S , which represents A and has no critical

points 6f indices 0, n the level surfaces -are con-

-1 "\nected and Jrl (f . (c)) ---=,. Ker /\ 1s an epimorphisrn.)

Consider the infinite cyclic covering p: ~n ~ Mn, "cor-

~ _~"-1responding to A. For an adrnissible splitting v the pre-

image p-1"(~-1) consists ,cf countably infinite nurnber of co

pies of yll-l, which divide Mn into countably infinite number"

of "bricks" wn ; dWn ~"yll-l U tVI- l (where t is a generator

of the s tructure group 01 the cover ing)" see the picture below.

N f · f .~-l C "'Mn, 1.' t div1.'des ""'Mn i t t tOW 1.X any copy 0 v n 0 wo par S:

4) We will omit Y 'in the notations if no confusion 1s pos-

sible.
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(We assume.here and elsewhere that for every admis-

-
sible splitting 'v the lifting of v into

An
M is chosen and

fixed. In this case the notations v+, V etc. rnake sense.) The

intersection v+ () V

v+ and tV-C v-.

Furthermore,

equals ~-l, the vector V points into

. JL.) (1t-1) / Alt.) 7/ 1U-1.Ji1{W ~;;r, V ... ~Jl,(M ~~. -I

the universal covering
-n
M is divided by ""n-l

V into two parts:

v+ and V- (all this' can be found in [10]).

One easily sees that any trian~ul~tion of M, such that

n-lV is a subcornplex, determines a free finitely generated P-com-

plex C*(V-) (in the notations (5;1)); the cornplexes s'-lC*(V-)

and C*(Mn ) coincide, and, therefore

N_ ~_

The factorcomplex C*(V )/tC*(V) is the chain complex cf the

triangulat~on of the pair (Wn , tvn- l ).

Suppose now that " satisfies (7. 1) for p ~ k, and that

(f) (r) (p)t
ßJ. = Clj~ 0 +a:J~ 1 f ...

where a (p) are nonzero, noninvertible elements of R. An adj,O

missible splitting V will be called k-regular if for p ~ k

Lenuna 7.2. Suppose that n ? 6,

satisfies (7.1) for p ~ k, where k ~ n~4. Let V be an admis-
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sible splitting. Then there exists a k-regular splitting v ,
o

obtained from V by surgical rnodifications of indices ~ k+l,

made inside v+ C 'Mn."

The proof of the lenuna will be given in § 8 (the main

ideas were outlined in [6J).

Now we~ll deduce from this lenuna the existence of a Morse.
form in a class ~ with the required number of zeros of indi

ces k.

First of all note that given an adrnissible splitting V and

a Morse function f on the cobordism (W; V, tV), we can produce

from this data a Morse map l~: M --7)- sI, beronging to A (for

this purpose we change

.Jl-l U tVn - 1boundary v

f in the small neighbourhood of the

so that it becomes a projection on the

second factor of the collar: Vn - 1 x [O,E] ~ [O,f], afterwards

we glue together V and tV). The map f has the same critical

points as f.

So we proceed as to ~oristruct aMorse' function with the

required Morse numbers on the cobordism (Wo; vo' tvo )' where Wo

A
is the part of M, lying between V ando tV .o

First calculate the homology
,...

H (W tV· 'll) :po' 0'

(First identification is due to excision axiom. To get the se-
f"'ttJ......... ~_

cond we observe that the map H (tVo ) ~ H (V ) . of the exact
p p .0

sequence of the pair (Vo ' tVo ) coincides wlth multiplication

by t and the latter is injective since the module Bp = Hp(V~)

1s free of t-torsion.}

Furthermore
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H (V-) /tH (V-a)·~ B /tB ~
P a P p P

bp ~
e R) (9 (tP R/a ~pbR) ,

i=l j=l J,
p ~ k

f

(the last identification follo~s from lemma 5.3). Besides that,

bo = qo = 0 (remark 2.7) and b 1 = ql = 0 since M is simply=

connected;·hence fram corollary 3.2 we eonclude that b n = qn =- ....,= bn - l = qn-l = o. Thus the homology modules H*(Wo ' tvo ) va-

nish outside the dimen5ioni 2 ~*.~ n-2 and are principal

7l [JT 1 (Wo)] -modules for p ~ k. According to lenuna 5.1 we ean

find a complex c* = { 0 ~ C2 "-- ... ~ Cn - 2 oE- 0 J which i5

"" ......
homotopy equivalent t9 C*(Wo ' tVo ) , and has b i + qi + qi-l

free generators in dimension i (where 2, i ~ k ~ n-4).

According to th~ theorem 4.1 and the remark following it

we can realize C* a5 the Morse camplex of same Morse function

on the eobordism (W , tv ). This function gives r1se_ to ao 0 -

I-form, which satisfy the requirements. Thus we have proved the

following assertion.

Theorem 7.3 (see [6])5). Suppose that 71"I Mn =71m, n ~ 6.

Then any element 't of some dense open conical set U C H
l

(M, iR)

can be realized by a Morse form LU E Ql (M) f which has the least

possible number of zeros of indices p wnere 0 s p ~ ·n-4 arnong

all the forms of the class t . This number equ~ls b +q (v) +
p p u

+ qp-l(j), where 0 1s any maximally irrational cohomology

class sufficiently elose to ~ .

Now we'll use duality and do surgery also "from another end".

5) The assumpt~ons here are weaker then in theorem 0.1, hut

the result 15 concerned only with the indices p: 0 $ P ~ n-4.
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·In addition to (5.1) we introduce some new notations:

P = R[t-lJ, S = {I + t-1 Q(t-l ) -, Q(t-l ) E;: R [t-l ]},

R = S-lp, S' = Jt-n 1n E iNJ r = s'-ls-lp = 5-1 A.
l , (-~)

Note that if (V,v) is an admissible splitting with res

pect to ~ , then (V, - v) i5 an admissible spli tting with res

pect to (- ~) and all the resul ts above hold for (- A) (with

t replaced by t- l ). Note that (V,v) = (V, -v)+.

If thedass ) satisfies (7.1) for p ~ k then according

for s 9 n-k (recall that b = b ) .s n-s

inhomology of

surgical modifications of indices ~ n-r-2, consequently, the
~

coinc~de with that of (V , ~ )o 0

dimensions r. Hence (VI' VI) i8 also an r-regular splitting.

. An. ad.missible splitting (V,·v) is called r-bi~egular if

(V, -V) is r-regular with respect to A' and (V, - Y) is (n-r-3)

regular with respect to (-:A).
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We have proved that r-biregular . sptittitl9S exist for

1 ~ r ~ n-4.

Remarks. 1. In ~ 9 we 111 deduce 'from the above that un

der the assumptions of theorem 7.3 every element K of some

dense open conical U C Hl(M,~) can be realized by a Morse

form UJ having a minimal Morse numbers of all indices except

two adjacent ones, say r, r+l where I ~ r ~ n-4.

2. Here welll show that any (~-3)-regular splitting V

is also n-regular. Consider the free finitely generated complex

is an IBN, s-ring (lemma 5.5),

hence the homotopy type of this complex contains a minimal free

finitely generated K-complex C*o. Note that C 0 = C 0 = C 0 =o 1 n-l

= C 0 = o. Indeed, the complex C a /tC ° is R-minimal (see lem-
n * *

ma 5.5) and belongs to the homotopy type of

There exists a Morse function f on the cobordism (Wi V, tV),

which has no critical points of indices 0, 1, ri-l, n. The cor-

responding complex C*(f) has na generators in dimensions

i = 0,' 1, n-l, n.for

° ° 0 0and since ~* /tC* is minimal and ,C* /tC* ~

we get cio/tCi
O

= 0 for i = 0, I, n-l, n .

0, I, n-l, n

.- -C*(f),....." C*(W, tV)

Therefore, c
i

o = 0

The homology modules Hs(C*o) have the resolutions of

length two for s ~ n-3. Therefore there exists a complex c*l,

oin the homotopy type of C* '. which is standard in dimensions

"
* ~ n-3 and' mareover ~n1 = 0, C~_l = B E9 Z, where d\ B 1s

injective o\.Z = o. Therefore
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by a Morse funetion and get our asser-

For the (n-3)-regular splittings always exist

(see [4]). The author does not know if the same holds for

Jrl M = 7lm, m '"7 1 and any ) .

To eope with the dimensions left we are to impose the rest-

rietion mr = mr +l = mr +2 = 0, where m = b + q + q 1-s s s s-

This restrietion is an analogue '(for this three particular di-

rnensions) of the Farrell condi tion for existence .of a rnap

f : Mn ~ 51, whieh realizes a given eohornology class and has

no critieal points at all.

Lemma 7.4. Suppo5e ~lMn =~rn, n ~ 6, the integer cohomo

logyelass A satisfies (7.1) and (V,~) is an (r-l)-biregular

splitting (here. i ~ r ~ n-2) ..

Suppose turther that m
r = o.

Then 1) H (Mn, V-) = 0
-r

......n ,.J_

2) Hr+1(M , V) i5 a free finitely generated R-module and

t 1s its nilpotent endornorphisrn .

...... n N-

Thus the module Q = Hr+l(M , V) together with the endo-

rnorphism t 1s an objeet of the category b(~~rn-l], id) whieh

eonsists of free ~initely generated ~[~rn-l]-mOdUles and their

nilpotent endomorphisms (see [10]). The cerresponding Grothen

dieek group vanishes (see [10J) " therefore our' pair (Q, t) is

equal te zero module relations in this group. To realize this

equivalence in geometrie setting we need the third tlcritical

point free" dimension.
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Lemma 7.5. Suppose that the assurnptions of lemma 7.4 hold,

and, moreover, mr +2 = 0, 2 ~ r ~ n-4.

Then there exists an (r-l)-biregular splitting (V, ), such

that

The praofs of lemmas 7.4 and 7.5 will be presented in § 9.

Naw we'll deduce from them the theorem 7.1. Let (V,v) be an ad-

missib1e splitting canstructed in lemma 7.5, (W; V, tV) be a
...... .""W .....,

corresponding brick in M. Compute the homo1agy H*(W , tV). For

p . ~ r-l

(see 7. 2). Since (V I - v) is (n-r-2) -regular 7

for s ~ n-r-2.

Apply now the Poincare duality to the manifold W with two

companents V, tV of the boundary.

The R-modules Hs(~' V) are principal for s ~ n-r-2 and

it is easy to calculate cohomology
S.-..J ,.."

H .(W, V) for S :s: n-r-2.

Applying the Poincare duality arguments fram §3 we get

(

N _) (tt' ) ~(t?f / (t» )
Hf w) tv ~ i~1 R El7. }f!1 R / aJ~ ~ R ~ f ~ 'l:+.t

Since mr +2 = 0,
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From the exact sequence of the triple' (~-lV-, V-, tv-) we

-1-- ~- -n '"
obtain Hr +2 (t V, tV ) = 0 and (by induction) Hr +2 (t V;-
--tV ) = o.

- --Passing to direct limit in n ~ 00 we get Hr +2 (M, tV ) = o.

From the exaet sequenee of the tripie (M, v-, tv-) (using

,..., -- ~--H*(M, V ) = H*(M, tV ) = 0 for * = r, r+l, r+2) we get

Now we eolleet together results of our eomputation~ and see that
- ,.., 8p 'l.p' (p)

Hp(W, tV)is isomor~hie to (e R) e (e R/a. Q R) for all p.
i=l j=l]'

Now we apply the same argument as in proof of theorem 7.3 and

the theorem 7.1 is proven.

8. Construetion of p-regular splitting

This seetion is devoted to the proof of lemma 7.2 We prove

it by induetion in k.

Note first that every admissible splitting V is I-regular.

~- ~- ~-

Indeed, sinee V is eonneeted, the map t : V ~ V induees

the identity homomorpnism in the group Ho(V-), henee S-lHo(V-) =

= Q. The same argument proves b = q = O. Furthermore, theo 0

eornmutativity of ~lMn implie5 that tinduces the identity

--homomorphism also in the group HI(V) (which i5 isomorphie to

~l(V-», therefore S-lHl(V-) = o.

The induction step will be produced by means of lemma 8.1

and lemma 8.2. In both lemmas we aS5ume that ~lMn =~rn, ~:~ 6

and tha:t A satisfies (7.1) for p ~ k.

Lemma 8.1. Let k ~ n-4 and suppose that an adrnissible
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splitting V is (k-l)-regular (l.e. V satisfies (7.2) for

p ~ k-l). Then there exists an adrnissible splitting V ob
0'

tained from V by a sequence qf surgical modifications inside

v+ of indices ~ k+1, such that

1) the P-modu1es Hp(V~)

p ~ k-l ,

2) the P-mpdule Hk(V~)

~-

and Hp(V) are isomorphie for

-- ""'-is isomorphie to Hk (V ) /Tor
t

f1< (V )

(recal1 that TortM denotes the submodule of all elements of ~

M, annihilated by some power of t and t M denotes the sub-

module of elements, annihilated by t).

Lemma 8.2. Let k ~ n-3 and suppose that V is a '(k-l)-.--regular splitting, such that A = Hk(V) 1s free of t-tors1on.

Suppose that B is a P-submodule of A, such that tA C B C A

and B/tA is a cyc1ie R-module.

Then there exists an adrnissible splitting Va' obtained

from V by a sequence of surgical modifieations inside V+ of

indices ~ k+l, such that

1) the P-rnodules and H (V-)
P

are rsomorphic for

p ~ k-l ,

2) there is an epimorphism of P-modules Hk(Y~) ~ B with

t -- . ~-
the kernel Hk(Vo ) = Tor

t
Hk(Vo ).

Both lemma proved, the induction step is made as follows.

Let V be a (k-l)-regular splitting, k ~ n-4. Having app1ied

lemma 8.1 we may assume that P-module Hk(V-! have no t-torsion .

Consider the P-modu1e
...,-

Ak = Hk(V ). The condition (7.1) holds

for. p ~ k, henee by lemma 5.3 there exists a submodule Bk C Ak

sueh that

•
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for some

Choose the filtration of Bk

·c

are P-subrnodules in Bk' and factormodules

cyclic R-rnoqules and tB~i) C B~i-l) .

has no t-torsion, the module B (1) is contain-k

B
(r)

'- C

ed in

-t 'tAA. = 8;°) c

such that B(i)
k

B(i)/B(i-l) are
k k

Since Ak

tr-1Ak . Applying lemma 8.2 to the admissible splitting

and the modul. es t r A C B (1) c.. tr-IA and killing after-
k k k

wards the t-torsion in the resulting homology Hk (Vo -) (by means

. of lemma 8.1) we get an adrnissible splitting VI' such that

,.., - -- ,.., - (1)
Hs (VI ) ~ Hs (V) for 5 ~ k-l and Hk (VI ) ~ Bk . Applying,

further, the lemma 8.2 to the manifold VI and the modules

tB (1) C tB (2) C B ( l) (and kill ing afterwards the t-torsion by
k . k k

- - ...... -that Hs (V2 ) ~ Hs(VI )

Since the P-rnodule Ak

rneans of lemma 8.1) we get an admissible splitting v2 ' such

~ - (2)
for s~· k-l and Hk (V2 ) ~ tBk ·

has no t-torsion, tB~2).~ B~2). We

proceed further in a similar way and in m steps get an admis-

sible splitting Vk , satisfying the cbnclusion cf lemma 7.2.

The proof of lemma 8.1.

o. First of all we note that since P is noetherian and
N_

TortHk(V) 15 a finitely .generated module, it suffices to cons-

J . t --truct for any (X.. E Hk (V-·) a new admi~sible splitting V0' sa-

tisfying the requirement 1) and the requirernent
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Performing seve-

ral tirnes the rnentioned construction we get a rnanifold v', sa-

N-I -'-tisfying t' TortHk(V ) = 0, and we end by induction in N.

1. By rep eating the argument, exhibited during the proof

(8.2)

equivalent to a free finitely generated R - cornplex

/) ro n..-~
C* = ( 0 ~~~ ...: .,;; . C/l._~~o1

which "through dimensions ~ k-l is of the standard type, 'corres-

ponding to the represent.ation (8.2). This means that for r ~ k-l
b q q b q

we have C
r

= (R) p ED (R) P EB (R) p-1, dl(R) P = 0, öl(R) P = 0,

and the differential Ö I"(R) qp-l (R) qp-l .-,.. (R) qp-lc C is
r-l

given by a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries a~ro-l) Be-
J ,

sides, the image

coincides with the submodule (

lemma 5.1). This irnplies that

summand: C
k

= Ker 0k e (R)qk-1

qk-1 q
@ a~k;l) R) C. (R") k-l (see

j=l J,

Ker 0k splits off as a direct
\~h~t4 I qk-l

and akl(R) is a diagonal

injective_operator. Having added to C* if necessary the complex

(R) qk-l ~ 0, located in dimensions (k, k+l),

we rnay assume that Ker ak is a free R-module.
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According'to theorem 4.1 and the remark following it we

can realize C* by a regular Morse function on the cobordism

(Wi V, tV). This function gives rise to a handle decornposition

of the pair· (W, tV). Denote by Y the resul t of attaching to V

of indice k, whlch correspond to the direct summand

of all the handles of indices ~ k-l and those handles

qk-I
(R) c::: Ck •

The upper boundary of Y (which forms the result of cor-

responding surgical rnodification of tV).will be denoted by VI

(see the picture). We have attached only the handles of indices

rn-I
i, where 2 -s.; i .s;: n-4, hence ..7rl (Y) ~ .Jr 1 (VI) ~ 7Z and V1

is again an.adrnlssible splitting.

Lenuna 8.1.1. 1) The ernbedding VI C v- induces an i50-

rnorphisrn Hs.(V1-) ~ Hs (V-) for s ~ k-l.

2) The ernbedding (tV)-c: Vl - induces an isomorphism

Hs(tV-) ~ Hs (V1-) for s ~ k.

The proof"of lemma' 8.1.1. 1) Consider the segment of the

exact sequence of the coupie (V-, VI ) :

The manifold W 1s obtained frorn Y by attaching handles of

indices ~ k, hence for 5 ~ k-l we have
"""" I"V __ -_

H (W, Y) .~ H (V , VI ) =s. s

= 0 and 1) 1s proved for s'~ k-2.

Further, note that the boundary operator

d,' /j.~ (IN y) -7.JJi (.y -tV)
~ " R-j ~

vanishes by construction (recall that the cellular decornposition
,.., ....,

of (W, Y) starts with k-dirnensional cells, having zero boundary

in the celi complex of (W, tV)i the k-dimensional cells with

•
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nonzero _boundary are included into Y). Therefore the image of
__ ,..", _ ""J -

differential Hk(V, VI.) ~ Hk-l(VI ) is contained in

Im (H
k

- l (tV ) ~ Hk - l (\71-·) ) and also (by obvious reasons) in

Ker(Hk(Vl -) ~ Hk_I(V-». But V is (k-l)-regular, hence the

homology Hk_I(V-). has no t-torsion and the map H
k

- I (tV-) ~
N_

~ Hk_l(V) has no kernel. Consequently

and this proves p.l).

2) Consider the segment of the exact sequence of the pair

.- - """"-
(VI ' tV ):

...... -
By construction the cell decomposition of the pair (VI '

N_ """"tv ) = (Y, tV) contains only the cell~ of dimensions ~ k. Fur-

thermore, the boundary operator in dimension k is injective,
, .... _ N_

thus Hs(Vl , tV ) = 0 for s ~ k. This implies our assertion.

2. Now we turn directly to proof of lemma 8.1.

Welll ·co~sider the admissible splitting tv instead of V

and kill the element cL. €. t Hk (tV-), J... € Ker (Hk (t"v-) ~ Hk ('1- »).

Consider the embedding of manifolds VI ~X, where X =

= W '\ Int Y = V- n VI + (see the picture). By excision H)f(X, VI) ~
N _ - _ -'V- --.J_

H*(V, VI ). The first nonzero homology H*(V·, VI ) appears

in dimension k, therefore the strong Hurewicz theorem for

simply-connected pairs implies that the Hurewicz map

is surje~tive. Pick an element such that
•
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da E Hk(V
l

} is homologous in VI to the element d-- and an

-- ......,
element A of 7rk +l (X, Vl~ ~ JT k+l (X, VI)' such that H (A) ;;;;: a.

According to the eorollary 1.1 of [20] (Siebenmann's theo

rem} any element of ~i(Qq, P}, where Q is a rnanifold and P

is a component of ~Q, can be realized by a smooth ernbedding

i i-I q qof the disc (D , S ) ~ (Q , P), provided i ~ q-3, 7T
j

(Q ,

P) = 0 for j ~ 2i-q+l.

Set for our purposes Qq = X, p;;;;: VI' q;;;;: n, i;;;;: k+l.

- ,...,
The groups ~*(x, VI) ;;;;: JT*(X, VI} vanish for * ~ k-l. Ob-

serve now that 2i-q+l;;;;: 2 (k+I}-n+1 ;;;;: k + (k-n) + 3 ~ k-l, and

thus· the assumptions of Siebenmann theorem hold. Realize now

the element A ~~k+l(X, VI} by a ·smoothly embedded dise, con

sider a ~mal1 tubular neighbourhood of this disc and attaeh it

to VI (see the picture). Denote by Vo the boundary of mani

fold thus obtained; Vo is the res~lt of a surgical rnodifiea

tion of VI with respeet to the sphere OA.

The ernbedding V C V induees an isomorphism H (V-) ~o s

~'H (V -) for s ~ k-I. and for s = k we have Hk(V -) ;;;;:s 0 0
....,- ..... -

Hk (V ) / (01.. ) (here (r:L) stands for the R-submodule in Hk (V ),

genera ted by ~). Reeall now that for s ~ k-1 the homology.

~ - . ----modules Hs(Vl } are isomorphie to. Hs(V )~ Hs(tV} and if

s ;;;;: k then Hk611-} ~ Hk (tV-) ; consequently Hk (Vo-) Z Hk(tV-)/(oL)

and using p. 0 we get the manifo1d sought. Lemma 8.1 is proved.

Proof of lemma 8.2. Consider the adrnissible splitting

VI C W, constructed in p.1 of the proof of lemma 8.1.

We have the embeddings

.J
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A/tf\ ~ Hk(V- -- thehere , tV ) . Consider a generator m of R-

module B/tA Co. A/tA and the image m' of m in the module

- - - -Hk(V , VI ) ~ Hk(X, VI) · We1ve shown in the course of proof of

lemma 8.1, that Hk(X, VI) is a first ~ontrivial homology mo

dule of the pair (X, VI) and that it is isomorphie to -~k(X,

VI) ~ 'nk(x, VI)· By the virtue of argument similar to that of

the proof of lemma 8.1 we can realize m' EKk(X, VI) by a

. k k-l
smoothly embedded disc (D , S ). Attach now the corresponding

handle jJ- (see the picture). Denote by V0 the upper bounda-'

ry of' the manifold obtained; Vo is the result of the surgi

cal modification of' VI with respect to the sphere om~. Now

we'll show that Vo satisfies the conclusion of lemma 8.2.

Observe that orn' E. Hk + 1 671-) vanishes (otherwise the-- --map Hk - l (VI ) ~ Hk - l (V ) would have a non trivial kerneI, ,and

..... --this i5 impossible since the embedding Vl~V induces 'an

isomorphism in (k-l)-homology and Hk_1(V-) has no t-torsion).

Thus we get from the exact sequence of the pair (Vo-' V
l
-)

1) H (V -) ~ H (V-) for 5 ~ k-l
sos

2) Hk(Vo-)~ Hk (Vl - m R(rn), where R(rn) is a free module

generated by an element -ro, which is sent by the composition

to the element m l
•

/,-

Compute now the image of
_ _ iI"oJ_

V ~ V .o
.."",,_ f""" _

Since Hk(tV) ~ Hk(Vl ) is an isomorphism, the image of

Hk ('ll-) ~ Hk (Vo-) eq~als the image of Hk (tV-) in Hk(V~) = A,

1.e. the submodule tA CA •
..... _ N_

The homology Hk(V1 ' tV) vanishes by construction (see
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the proof of lemma 8.1), thus the injeetivity of Hk(V-, tv-) ~

~ Hk(V-, V
l
-) follows irnmediately from the exaet sequenee of

.....- -- -- --the tripie (V , VI ' tv ). Therefore the projeetion ef Hk(V )~ A

ento Hk(V-, tV-) ~ A/tA. sends the image of rn in Hk(V-)

to the element rn E A/tA.

Therefore the image of Hk(Vo -) in A = Hk(V

tA + (rn) = B.

equals

goes to zero via the rnap

Now we'll eornpute the kernel of

tx = o. On thetV
o

- ~ tV-c; V -; that means
e .

zero via the rnap

other hand, A laeks t-torsion, henee

Lemma 8.2 1s proved .

. 9. The surgery in the dimensions left

The proof of lenuna 7.4 will be. split into several lemmas.

Lemma 9.1. Let Mn be a manifold, ~Mn =~m. Suppose

that a elass "t E H1 (M, 7l) is represented by an epirnorphism

;ZZrn ~ 7l and that s-1H (Mn, 'll) = O.
q

Then for any admissible splitting V the module H (Mn, V-)
q

is a finitely generated R-module (we use the notations (5.1)) .

isomorphie to Ker(H l(V-) -7 H l(M)).q- q-
·... n --lar then H (M , V ) = o.q

Proof of lemma 9.1. The eondition

If V is (q-l)-regu-

means

that every eohornology elass x 6 Hq(Mn) is annihilated by seme

polynomial 1+tQ(t), Q(t) If; R[t1 =71frzm-1J[t], he~ce x = -tQ(t)x .

.....- '\in
Henee H (V ) ~ H (M ) is an epimorphisrn. Furtherrnore,

q q
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and since Hq_l(V~) is finitely generated over P, TOrtHq(V-)

1s finitely generated over R. Now the lemma follows directly

. ....n--
from the exact sequence of the pair (M , V ).

For ·an (r-l)-regular splitting V the map Hr_1(V-) ~

is injective, hence
- "..,-

H (M, V ) = 0 and we get
r

the point 1) of lemma 7.4.

Lemma 9.2.

o~ H
1

(M·, ?l)

Suppose that Mn is a manifold, ~Mn =~m,
1

1s an ep1morph1sm '1l
m ~ '1l, the modules S- ~p (MJl)

satisfy (7.1) for p ~ k and (V,V

Then for all natural q,

is k-regular.

1) the R-modules

for p ~ k ,

H (V-, tqV-) have resolutions of length 2
p

2) the homomorphism

6)induced by embedding of the pairs is an epimorphism for p ~ k .

V

Proof. 1) Compute fir.st the homo1ogy

is k-regular, the embedding tqV-C: v-
."""- ""-H (V , tV ). Since

p

induces in p-homo-

logy a monomorphism, which equals

Since (7.2) ho1ds for H (V-) we can apply lemma~.(5.4) to com
p

6) We mean the cq~omology of corr~sponding universal cover

ings with coefficients in the R =~ [Jrlv-j-rnodule R, or equi

valently the cohomology with compact supports~

..
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pute the above factor.

We get 8p ~ p .

I-I
f
(V~ t'VV-)~C~\ P/-t<ve)~{j~{P/(a?:t'Y)P)~

~(~P R"')E9 C:J ~q,/F~P)(Rq,)) (9.1)

t=1 j-=1 j ,

where 15 ~'~onomorph1sm, given by the matrix

(f) (p) Cf)a· O (1...
a.J/~:)) 7 j, i 7

...
)

(f) (f)

c;~'O ., , aj'~ct-t

0 ...
(p)

Qj}O

The assertion 1) is proved.

Next we note that for a free finitely generated complex C*,

-
of length 2, the spectral sequence

such that for P <' k-. the module Hp(C~) has a free resolution.

degenerates in E
2

for p ~ k and there exists a functO'''':(al

exact sequence

1 . ..0 (o -> Ext (Hp-l (C*), R) -> tt'", (C*, R) ~ Han Hp (C*), R) -T 0

The ernbedding (t~V-, t q +f V-) ~ (V-, tq+e,V-) induces the

homomorphism of these exact sequences which is an epimorphism
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on the left (by virtue of lemma 5.4.3) and an epimorphism on

the right (obviously) I hence the rniddle map

is an epimorphism. Lemma 9.2 is proved.

Lenuna 9.3. Let JrlM = zm , n ~ 6 , 'AE H1(M,'Zl) be an epi-

morphism m
1 ~r

, n-2 , = 0, (V, V ) be7l ~7Z, m = mr +1 anr

(r-l)-biregular splitting.

Then there exists a natural number qo such that for

q 7 qo the embedding (V-, t~V-) ~ (M, t~V-) induces an iso

morphism

--and the differential of the exact sequence of the triple (M, V ,

tqV-) induces an isomorphism

Proof. Consider the exact sequence of the triple

(M, V- I tqv-):

According to lenuna 9.1 Hr(M , tqV-) ~ 0 and Hr+l(M, V-)~

Hr+1(M , t~-} is finitely generated over R, hence for q suf

ficiently large the embedding (M, tqV-) c: (M, \1-) . induces the
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zero map in (r+l)-hornology. That implies the second statement

of the ienuna.

and the embedding of pairs (Z, tqV) c: {Z,

the surjectivity

this it suffices

" ·-l'ol-.
"Hr +2 (t V,

t , q.

-t -t V with the boun-

-t -
t V with thethe manifo1d

the manifoldConsider now

dary tqV V t-tv ;

boundary V Ut-CV

To prove the first it suffices to verify

of the rnap Hr +2 {M, tqv-) ~ H
r

+2 {M, V-). For

in turn to verify the srirjectivfty of the map

qN_ . - l ....,- J'V-

t v.) ~ Hr +2 {t V, V ) for all natural

the infinite fundamental cycle
..s~ce~~

the infinite fundamental Uz E
o

obtain a commutative diagram

a rnap of degree 1, i.e. it sends

U
z

E Hi~f (Z,' tqV Ut -tV) to

Hinf (z V U t -(,V). Thus we
~ 0'

The horizontat arrows are !sornorphisms by~'poinca.re duality, and

it suffices to show tha~ the righthand arrow is an epi~orphism.

Since (V, oJ) 1s (r-l)-biregular, (V, -y) is (n-r-2)-regular

and we-deduce the required assertion from lemma 9.2 p.2).

Lemma. 9. 4 • Under ·the assumptions of l~mrna 9. 3' for any q

there exists a Morse function ~ on the cobordism (V- n tqv+,

tqV), such that the differentials a · C ~. C·· a····r· r r-l' r+2:

Cr +2 ~. Cr +1 of .~h"e ..c.6i"responding -compl~x C* (lf' ) . ~ {-a ~. C2 ~.

E- •.• <E=- C 2 <E- a} vanish.- n-

Proof. We proceed ~imilarly to the proof of lenuna 8;1.

Denote by w
q the manifold with the boundary
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v U tqV. "By lemma 9.2 the R-rnodules have the

resolutions of length 2 for p ~ r-l. Represent the cornplex

up to hornotopy by a standard one c*o (lemma 5.1)

and realize C*o as a Morse cornplex of a regular function f
-' ", -.. - . , '-'.' -.. ' ". -1 '

on·the cobordisrn' W. Denote by VI a levelsurface" f {cl,

separating the critical points of indic~s ~ r-l from critical

, .

points of indices ~ r.

cations of 'indices < r-l
. -

v . is the result of a surgical modifiq

of"the manifold tqv. Set Y =
.q

= V- 1\ tqV + X = V +f\ V· (these notations are similar to. q" q' q q q

the notations of lemma 8.1; the picture illustrates after ne-

cessary corrections··the presenf situation as weIl). The Morse

function (-f) gives rise to a handle decomposition of the pair

(Wq , V), and Xq is precisely the result of attaching all the

'handles of indices ~ n-r to V. The Mor~e complex of

(-"f) \ (Xq ' V) looks like _{ 0 ~ D2 ~...~ Dn - r ~ 0 J . Fur

thermore, the embed~ing {Xq , vj ~ (Wq , y) induces an isomor

phism "in the homology H d< , \T) ---+ H (W , V) for s ~ n r
5 q." s· q ..... - •

Apply now lemma 7.2 to {n-r-2)-regular splitting (V, -v) to

get a Morse function f on the cobordism (X , V), such thatq

its Morse complex {o ~ D2 ~ ... ~Dn - r ~ 01 is standard

in dimensions ~ n-r-2. Since q - q - 0 the differen-n-r-2 - r+l-

Define now' a Morse ·function· ':<f .' by setting

tial Ci ~
n-r-l·

,.." rv
D ~ Dn-r-l n-r"'2 vanlshes.

,

c.P \ y'" = f,:
I q.

V
q

Vq ,so that the definition makes sense).to

~Ix = -f (V is a levelsurface for fand for fand
I q q

we may assume 'th~t .:.f tVq ~ :-f\Vq and that in a neighbourhood
- . -

both fand (-f) coincide with the coordinate, normal-of

The Mor~0" Gomplex of this function coincides'with C*{f)
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.....
for * ~ r-l and wit)1 C*(-f) for *;;, r+l. Hence the differen-

tial an-r-l vanishes. By construction

Cr_l(f)
br-1·q

B= R EB

d \
b .q br~-l·q

where
r-l

= 0, ölB is injective,R R ~

- q-
~ H

r
-

l
(C* (f)) .~ Hr - l (Wq , t V) is an isomorphism. (Here we

use q = 0.)
r-l

Therefore the differential 0 t must vanish.

Lemma 9.4 is proved.

Proof of lemma 7.4. We are to prove p.2 of the statement

(p.l was proved in lemma 9.1). For this we'li.. ,construct a free

(maybe infinitely generated) '~L~m-l]-comPlex D*, such "that ho

mology of D* is isomorphie to H*(M, v-) and the differentials

dr , dr +2 of this complex vanish. From this the lemma follows

easily (similarly to [10, le~a 3.SJ). Indeed, Hr(D*) =

is proj ective. By lemma 9. 3 this module is f ini tely generated , '"

hence (by Suslin-Quillen theorem) .free.

. Tc construct D* we pick a nurnber N

the ernbeddings

q and consider
o

..... --.. The union of this sequence is (-M, V -) ; "the direct limit comrnutes

with .homolo~y ~nß ~e'.ge~

Choose a triangulation of this pairs in such a way that every

pair is a subcornplex of the next one. The factorcomplex of the
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kth pair by (k-l)th is (t- 2kN V-, t- 2 (k-l)N V ). We have prov-- ""'- -ed in lemma 9.3 that the differential maps Hr+l(M, V ) iso-

morphically onto H~(V-, tNV-) , hence the differential ~r

Hr(V-, tNV-) ~ Hr_l(tNV-) vanishes. In the same lemma we have

-2kN-- --proved that Hr +2 (t V, V ) 1s ma~ped surjectively onto

H (t- 2kNv- t-2 (k-l)NV-) .·This implies that the.differential
r+2 '

-2kN""-a , a 2 of the exact sequence of the triple (t V,
r ·r+

t- 2 (k-l)NV-, v-) vanish.

Welll need a purely algebraic

Lemma 9. 5. Let x* C Y* be free fini tely generated comp-

lexes, such that X are direct surnmands of
n

Y . Suppose that
n

x* and Z* = Y*/X* are homoto~y equivalent to the free finite-
, ,

ly generated complexes X* and cörrespondingly Z*, such that .
,

'. rth and (~+2)th differentials of x* and Z*. vanish. Suppose.

further lhat the differentials

in the exact sequence of the pair (Y*, X*) vanish.

Then there exists a pair of free finitely generated comp-

""" ,..,
lexes X* CY*, homotopy equivalent to the pair x* C Y*, and

such that the 'modules X* are direct summans in· Y*, and the

differentials .dr .. , and. dr +2
""of the comp1~x Y* vanish.

Proof of lemma 9.5. According to Cockroft-Swan [15] the
I ,

complexes X* and X* (as weIl as Z* and Z*) can be made i50-

morph-ic by adding to thern several'comp1exes of the type

- :..~-~-~ "F~ F -c-- 0, where F is some free module. From this

I I

we easily deduce that there exi5ts a pair of complexes x*c= Y*

(the modules beirig the direct surnmands of
,

Y ), such that' .
n
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" I
Y*/X* ~ z* . Consider now the free generators z i of the rno-

dule
I

Z .
r

I

Our assumptions irnply oZi € Xr - l ; furtherrnore, these

•

elements are hornologous to zero in this cornplex, hence they are

zero itself (since dr \ X~ = 0). The same argument proves that

0r+2 vanishes.

Return now to the sequence (9.2). According to lemma 9.5

there exists a sequence xll)c: x1 2 )c: ... , where xli) are

free finitely generated complexes, x(i) being the direct
n

surnrnands in x~i+l), and the hornotopy equivalences

-N - - -2N - -
C* ft V, V ) c C* (t V, V ) c;:: ...

1(!) c= 'l,~J.,f. ~ .". ~
Now we setX~* = xii) = ~ xii) -and lemma 7.4 is.proved.

Proof of lemma 7.5. It will occupy the rest' of 9 9. We

obtain the proof by reproducing the argument of [10) in our

setting. We exhibit the argument here, elaborating on these

parts which need rnodification. "

Denote by" G(R)' - the catego~y formed by pairs (F, f) where""

F is a free finitely generated'R-module and f is a nllpotent

endornorphisrn of F. (As always" R =~~m-l]. The definition

is sornewhat sirnplified in comparison 'with [101: we omit the

automorphism ol" s~nce fundamental groups are abelian and we

use the free modu~e~ since a~~ R-projectives, are R-freei) De-
... ..;.,.... -'. p.J & ~

"note by C(R)' the set of ~quivalence classes of isomorphism

"classes of",object-s from (;; (R) with resp~~t to equivalence re

. lation,-generated by two .relations:

1) (F, f) I'J (F @ F I, f (D 0)

2) if the seque..n~e, ,~.~ (F 2 , .f 2 ) --7J" (F I , f l ) -:> (Fo ' f o ) ~
". .

~ 0 is exact, then (F I , f l ") ,,?'(F2-1 f 2 ) @ (Fa, f o ).
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It 1s proved in [10] that C(R) =o.

Suppose now that the assumptions of lemma 7.4 hold. Then

the module Hr+l(M, V-) together with the endomorphism t gi-

ves rise to an ohj ect of G (R) I wh1ch we denote by c (V I ..J ) •

It vanishes when we pass to C(R). We will now prove (following

[10]) I that this equivalence to zero can be realized geometri

.~~+~YI. sO.that we can construct an (r-l)-biregular splitting

(V I I 'Y I) wi th c (V' I V ') ::;:: 0 (i. e. satisfying the conclusion

o f 1enuna 7. 5) '.

The ring R 1s a ·s.ubring of ~ [.JT1MJ I stable wi th_ respec.t

to auto~orphisrn X (see § 3). Denote by Horn (M, N) the set of

all X-hornornorphisrns of R-rnodule N into R-rnodule M. For any

G;(R)-object X ~ (F , f) we define.th~ dual * *X .= (Horn (F IR) I +f ) I

where we choose (+) if t E~M preserves the or1entation and
..

(-) if not.

Lemma 9.6. Under the assumptions of lemma 7.4

(V )"* .... C·V )c . y -=- C: - .. ~ .)). .
) '. '. )

Proof. The rnanifold (V I -))) is an (n-r-2) -regular split-

ting and

We know from .lenuna 9.3 that Hr +1 (~I 'V-) Z ,Hr (~- I t q ;;-)

for q sufficiently large , hence

.... - q .....-
~ .c (V, ;v.) .~. . (H

r
(V I t V ) I t).··

The same lemma implies that

( ) /II ,.'. (i~' tV + 'V i- ) i -1.)
C. V, ..... V ~ l17tt -'(. . V·,) V· }

- '-
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for q sufficiently large. The Poincare duality irnplies that

there is a X-isomorphism.

(the sign (+) appears if t is orientation preserving, other-

wise (-) appears). The lemma 9.4 implies that we can ehoose

a c~l~ decomposition of a pair (V~" t~V-) such that.in .the

-- q-- ~resulting chain complex C* (V" t V) the differential 0r+2

vanishes. Moreover, lemma 9.3 and p.2 of lemma 7.4 imply that

, H
r

(V- , .. tqV-) 15 a free module. Hence we obtain

(H r(V- tqv-) , -- tqv-) ,.±t) '" (Horn (H (V R) , .±t)c
,

"""" r
,

and since Horn (M, R) is X-isomorphie to Horn (M, R), the lemma

.. ' follows.

A triangular object ~~.~(~) is by defi~itiQn an obje~t

(F, f) together with a filtration

is played by the following lemma.

o = F C F
l

C ••. c:. F = F,
0" n

Lemma 9.7. Suppose that all the assurnptions of lemma 7~5

hold and c(V,'v) = (P, f). Suppose .given an exact sequenee

. of the obj ects of .'lP" (R), where (F, f') isa tr iangular obj ec-t .

Then there exist~ an r-biregular splitting· (V ,'~o)' such, 0

tnat



Proof.' Denote Pi the image of Fi in P (where {FiS is

the filtration of F, mentioned above).

Lemma 9.8. Let i ~ n. There exists an admissible split-

ting (V., Y.), obtained from (V, v) by a sequence of surgical,
1. 1.

modifications of indices ~ r-l and of indice (r+l) . (all the

modifications take place inside v+), such that

for s ~ r-l and the map Hr+I(Vi -, V-) ~ Hr+I(M, V-) is

isomorphie to the map Pi = P \ F i : F i ~ P.

First we deduce lemma 9.7 fram lemma 9.8.

Set i =·n. 'Welll show that (V ,V ) is"an r-bir~gular. n n· -
'.. .-

splitting. Consider the exact sequence of the triple (M,-Vn~' V-):

Hr.H ( V:, _0-) ..~ 1:4+
1
(n~.V-) -7

-7 ;;~f-1 (1'1
2
V~» ~14 (·/;:j·V-),

The 1eft' arrow '1s the ep.imorp~ism ',_ ~i, -:-'" l?i' the ,righ."t: ·.group va-

. ,.., --
nishes. Therefo~e. Hr+l(M, Vn ~ = O•. Sirtce Vn 1s (r~l~-regular

and m = 0r
we deduce -from 1erruna 9. I ' that·'· H (M, V -) = o.

" .,. r. n
~ - ,..,-

He.ncf7 Hr (Vn .~ tVn ) = 0, and, consequently, Vn '. is r"':'"J:;'egular.

~ - ~-

Further, V is obtained from V by attaching handles of ihdi
n

ces
, .

r+l, hence the homology of
...... +
V did not change through

the dimensions n-r-3, and consequently, Vn is r-?iregular.

Furthermore, m 2 = 0 and lemma 9.1 implies that the R-moduler+ .
,.., "J_

Hr +2 (M, V) 15 finitely generated, which implies that for N

sufficiently large there exists an epimorphism Hr+·2(t~NV-·, V,-) -+

~. Hr +2 d~, "V-). But (V, .~,Y) is (n-r-2) -regular and mn - r-2 (- ':x) =

- -N"--"'-= 0, hence (by lemma 9.2) Hr +2 (t V, V ) = o. Now our conclu-

sion follows from the exact sequence
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Proof of lemma 9. 8. Induction in i. Suppose that 'we '·ve

constructed an admissible splitting V., satisfying the requi
1

red properties. We'll identify F. with
1

~ - -- ....., "'-
homomorphism Hr+l(Vi ' V ) ~ Hr+l(M, V ), induced by embed-

dihg of the pairs, - with p I Fi , the image p(Hr+l(~i-' ~-))C

,.., --'CHr+l(M, V ) - with Pi· Choose an element e i +l E Fi +l such
~ -

that Fi +1 = Fi ~ R(ei+l)~ Denote te i +l by x E Hr+1(V i '
<"V_ ;...., __

V ) ,. p (e i +1) - by. Y E' I:I r +1: (M ,. V ~.. Note ~ f1 a t p ~ x). = t y .

We prove f~rst .that there exists' an element' 0- E'Hr+~(t-:-iy~,
,..,-
V ).,

in Hr+l(M, v-) equals y~

Indeed, choose some chains y ~ Cr+1(M),

which represe,nt y and x ~ The cha-in ty 'is ,hornolcl<]ous. to
<V_ ~'

p (x) . modulo V·, i. e~.' . ~y = _p (~). + v + 'OU, whe~e
...,-

v··E·C (V)·
r+l '-u ~ Cr+l.(~) o•

. .. - The .chain' '-a = t -1 (x + v) is.a relative ~ cycle in

. -1 ....... - ""'_. .
C +1 (t V. , V) and the ho~ology class a- of (S satisfyr 1 .

'. ~

the requirement.
"" '4" : ~ "...

Consider now the admissible splitting
, - 0

and apply to

i t the procedu're described in p. ~ of the proof of lemma 8. 1

-1 -(where k =. r). We get the rnanifold VI C t . Vi .

Note that VI is obtained from V- by attaching handles

tf""o-I - . ·-'1';""" .-
cf indices ~ r-l, since ffir = o. The VI ' t . VI . are .~imply

~ -1""- ,-..J_

cc;>nnected and the first nonzero hcrnology group of (t Vi' VI ).,

sit~ in dimension r. Therefore the Hurewicz homomorphism
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( -1 - -)is surgective. Conaider the element a'E Jir +1 t Vi' V1 '

auch that H(6') equals to the ~ reduced module V1-. By the

same argument as in the proof of lemma 8.1 we realize ~ by

the embedded diac D = (Dr +1 , Sr) and attach to v1- a amall

tubular neighbourhood at this disc. The upper boundary of the

manifold thus obtained will be denoted vi +1• We claim that

this manifold satiafies the concluaion of lemma 9.8 for'the

number (1+1).

Indeed, if 8 ~ r-1, then

..~ {VzJ ~ 1:( (~~).~. H; (t-1 ~._y~ -!{(~~) ...
. ,

No·te. further . tha t the R-module H - 1(v:-~1 ,. '1j-)' con:tains. r+ 1=r
. '- ' - - - "" .
an,el~m.ent 's~'~"'8UC~ ~hat -~h~ image '9f -S "iIi Hr +1 (V1+1 , .V1'.)

, ~. . 1";;-' '-
'equals H(o-')- and- '~~e imag.e ,o~ S.~ . in, .Hr +1 (t-- -Vi-;. V~,),- ~qu~la .

"6"~ . Indeed ,- ~he chain~; ~-',.~ ~r+1'~t~1V~', V1-) "a~d a-.E. Zr~1 (t~.1V1, .
.~_ ~ +~..;.~ _ ., ~. . ~. ~ ~ ~ . . ~..: .... r".., ~_ ... ~ ~ r ~ ~ ,.. ..

.. ' ." . V) are homologoua ~odul~~ .. :V1, " ~. ~. D, ~ rs + R +- OU, where·
~ .. r "'V _ ~ 4". • •• "

H.' E· ,Cr~'1 (V1 ). ~Now set S' =D -, R. ,

Consider.the exact"sequence of the tr~ple (Vi+1' V1~' V-):·

--> 1-1 ((J- \)-)" f:> fi C' "'- "'\..0_) ("'" ""')
'l.+ 1 i +1 , ~ t+1' 'Ir'+ 1 J ~ --,- /-/'l. ~ ~ V- ~ ..

<l
«(er)

The first modulefrom the.,·right and the ürst ~od~i~_li.'om-t~e ..

1eft vanish. Thus
-,

1-I"i-1 (~:1 ~ V~)% 1-ir;+1 (~~ V-) (B R(er)~

;:; H't+1 (\{ -J \)-) (J3 R(er)
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isomerphism of the R-modules' y : Fi +1
· setting <p (e i +1 ) = S. Sinee tS = x

the map ~ commutea with the action cf

Now we extend the identification Fi = Hr +1 (V
1
-, V-) to an

H (V-' V-) b....,.. r+ 1 i +1'. y

in H;+1(Vi -, V-) = Fi ,

t; sinee the eycle

is over.

S 18 homologous to y

and the map Hr +1<Vi+1'

Pi+1 : Fi +1 ~ Pi+1·
The induetion step

""-modulo V, the compoaition of f
equals

Now we show how to realize geometrically the relation 2)

cf the definition of C(R). More precisely, suppose that the

assumptions af lemma 7.5 hold. Let (V, v) be an (r-1 )-bire

gufar spli tting, such that c (V, ~. ) = (~1' I f 1). Let

. 0-7 Cfi~t)~(F;~l:)~t:~t).~P
. .'

be an exact sequence 'af abjects' fram .G; <R). We 'lI show··that

there exists an (1'-1 )~biregular splitt~ng (V·f.,- ....,., ), . such t~·t" ,.'

c (V', 'Y') = ( F2 fB F0' f 2 e f 0 ) •

Let

D~: t~~fo)-- LC{1a)~ rfo~ ~) ~ 0 ~

o~ (P.t) CfJ ~ (o.r/ cf.(.) ~ ~/ t.)~ 0

be the exact sequences'of objacts fram ~(R), where ,(Qo' ~o),

(Q1 ' f 1) ,er.s triangular (such sequenees exiat, see [10, lemma

1.2J). Sinee. Fo ' F2 are frae we have F1 = Fo e F2 and f 1
ia given in this representatioli by the matrix (40 t-\' where

o tot)
g i8 a homomorphism F2 ~ Fo • This enables us to construct
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the following exact sequenc8e of objecte of G(R):

o~ C~ (ß q, , f.t (8 %) --7 {Q~ (fJ Q" .. Cf{ (E <p.) --:,.

-? (/i® F;,~l(J):ß) --:,.O~
. "

o~ (~ @P.. ) Cf.! ([) ~D)- (~®Q,~ 0)-7 Cfi $ F;/~) -'? 0

whera the middle objacte are both triangular. The details (in

slightly different notations) can be found in [10, p. 338].

Hext we apply lemma 9.7 and find an r-biregular manifold

( Va' ~0)' such tha t c (V0' -y 0) = (P2 EP Po' ~ 2 ~ f 0). The

manifold (Vo ' -Va) i8 an (n-r-)-biregular splitting and

*. * + lD *
C (V0' - 'Vo ) = .( P2 e Po' - ( T 2 (; V' 0» (by lemma 9.6).

Sines r ~ 2" and (n-r-) + 1 ~ n-4 ws cen apply lemma.9.7

again, this time - to the exact sequence, dual to the first

sequence from (9.). Now we get a manifold (V1 ' 'Y1)' such
* "that c(V1 ' ~1~ = (F2 e Fo ' f 2 e f o ) , end ane more applica-

tion cf lemma 9.6 completes the proof.
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